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St PeterSBurg 
union of Chinese 
entRepReneuRs

ChAirmAn of the BoArd: 
lin XuguAng

the union ComPriSeS over 200 le Ading ChineSe BuSi-
neSSmen working in S t PeterSBurg And the lenin-
gr Ad region. theY Are AC tive in different SeC torS 
– the l ight induS trY, ConS truC tion, AgriCulture, 
logiS tiCS, etC.

the goAl of the union iS to Provide SuPPort for 
Bil AterAl trAde And eConomiC CooPerAtion And Pro-
mote develoPment of entrePreneuriAl initiAtiveS
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the union pRovides the following seRviCes foR Chinese And RussiAn entRepReneuRs:

· leg Al SuPPort for ChineSe entrePreneurS, org Aniz Ation of joint AC tiv itieS for ruSSiAn
  And ChineSe entrePreneurS.

· finding BuSineSS PArtnerS in ruSSiA And ChinA.

· finding ServiCeS of regionAl rePreSentAtiveS, de AlerS, diS triButorS, SuPPlierS And
  PArtnerS for Your BuSineSS.

· finding inveS tment for Your BuSineSS ProjeC t.

· ConSulting ServiCeS: mAnAgement, finAnCiAl And leg Al.

· helP with S tArtuP ProjeC tS.

· org Aniz Ation And hoS ting of PuBliC e ventS (roundtABleS, exhiBitionS, ConferenCeS) 
  A imed At intenSif Ying BuSineSS CooPer Ation.

· org Aniz Ation of inter AC tion Along the AuthoritieS – BuSineSS – SoCiet Y l ine with 
  government And non-government S truC tureS of ruSSiA And ChinA for the PurPoSe of
  imPlementAtion of BuSineSS ProjeC tS.

· ComPrehenSive SuPPort for org Aniz Ation of v iSitS of deleg AtionS.

membeRs of the union’s boARd:

lin XuguAng  - A rePreSentAtive of the SCo BuSineSS CluB for S t PeterSBurg. owner of A 
ChAin of retAil S toreS in S t PeterSBurg And the leningr Ad region; wholeSAle tr Ade. SeC-
torS: the l ight induS trY, houSehold APPliAnCeS.

zhAo hongXi  – dePut Y ChAirmAn of the SoCiet Y. ChAin of wholeSAle S toreS fiShing to-
vArov.SouChreditel ovrtS “meg A PAr AdiSe”

wAng mei long  –  A ConSulting Bure Au: ComPlete leg Al SuPPort for the AC tiv itieS of 
ComPAnieS of AnY form of ownerShiP in ComPliAnCe with the normS of ruSSiAn And inter-
nAtionAl l Aw. emPloYment, diS triC t field rePreSentAtiveS, reSidenCe PermitS. ACCounting 
ConSulting.

YAo XiAnhuA – logiS tiCS ComPAnY: C Argo ShiPmentS, CuS tomS Cle Ar AnCe.

li XiAo Xu- dePut Y ChAirmAn of the SoCiet Y. l ine of BuSineSS And leg Al ServiCeS. SAleS

AddreSS: the regionAl PuBliC org Aniz Ation ChineSe Communit Y of S t PeterSBurg “the un-
ion of BuSineSS PArtnerS”
ruSSiA, 193036, S t PeterSBurg, ne vSk Y Avenue, 103, offiCe 15

E-mAil: 
242521749@gg.Com

Phone:
+7 981 860 67 50
+7 812 717 98 82
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RussiA’s pRessing tAsKs in the eAst 
And sCo: seCuRitY, development, 
ARChiteCtuRe of RegionAl CoopeR-
Ation

Kirill Barsky, the Russian president’s envoy for SCO affairs and Russia’s 
national coordinator in the SCO

however, the goals of our politics in 

the east are not limited to this. Three 

major areas are emerging on which not 

only russia, but also all members of 

the regional community should concen-

trate their efforts. These are ensuring 

regional security, resolving problems of 

economic development and shaping an 

architecture of regional cooperation 

that would conform to the interests of 

peace, security and economic prosper-

today, russia is facing truly huge tasks in the east. first of all, they are related to the 
absolute need of priority development and modernization of russia’s far east and real 
inclusion of its economy, and the russian economy in general, in integration processes 
ongoing in the Asian-Pacific region. this was clearly seen during the recent APeC summit 
in vladivostok.

ity. Today, work on these problems is 

unthinkable without proactive multi-

lateral interaction, and such interac-

tion has been gaining momentum in 

Asia Pacific in recent years. The Shang-

hai cooperation organization, which 

has already made a name for itself, is 

meant to become a very useful party to 

the process. not only in central asia, 

which is often mistakenly seen as the 

Sco region, but on a much broader 

scale of Eurasia and the Pacific, and for 

certain aspects, on the global scale.

What problems are we supposed to 

resolve, what threats to counteract 

and, most importantly, how can it be 

achieved? answers to these questions 

are of supreme importance, as the re-

ality is changing rapidly.

The beginning of the 21st century 

was marked by a visible change in the 

sources and nature of threats to secu-
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rity and development of all countries 

in the world. at the beginning of the 

2010s, we witnessed these threats mul-

tiplying, mutating, proliferating and 

re-emerging in new forms. This trend 

is especially acute in the military-

political and social-political areas and 

presents a serious challenge that the 

global community, regional organiza-

tions and individual countries will have 

to respond to. at the same time, many 

threats to security from the cold war 

era, unsettled conflicts and territorial 

disputes, new unconventional threats 

and challenges that came to the fore 

in the 1990s – terrorism, the danger 

of proliferation of weapons of mass 

destruction, pandemics, natural ca-

lamities and industrial accidents – are 

still hanging above the humankind like 

the sword of Damocles. So we are now 

talking not new, but newest threats to 

security and stability. let’s name some 

of them:

- arbitrary interpretation of norms 

and principles of the international law, 

their unilateral violations, covering of 

illegal actions with ungrounded refer-

ences to resolutions of the un Security 

council, abuse of the mechanism of in-

ternational sanctions, implementation 

of practices of unilateral introduction 

of sanctions, attempts to impose indi-

vidual countries’ internal legislation on 

other sovereign countries;

- attempts to destroy strategic sta-

bility, regional military and strategic 

balance of forces, including by militari-

zation of the space, deployment of an-

 
 dmitRY 

mezentsev

on jAnuARY 1, 2013, the post of the seCRetARY geneRAl of 
the shAnghAi CoopeRAtion oRgAnizAtion will foR the 
fiRst time be tAKen bY A RussiAn Citizen.

At the sCo summit in beijing in june 2012, RussiAn pResi-
dent vlAdimiR putin nominAted dmitRY mezentsev foR 
the position, And his CAndidACY wAs AppRoved unAni-
mouslY.

• Born on August 18, 1959, in  
   leningrad.
• Graduated from the Leningrad 
   institute of railway engineers 
   qualified as an engineer.
• After the graduation, worked as 
   a shop foreman at the leningrad-
   Baltic depot of the oktyabrskaya 
   railway.
• Later worked in the Young 
   communist organization in 
   leningrad.
• Served as an officer in the Soviet 
   army, in the army press.
• Member of the Soviet Journalists’ 
   union since 1988.
• In 1990, elected people’s deputy 
   of the leningrad city council. 
   Simultaneously appointed head of 
   the press center of the council and 
   the city executive committee.
• On August 21, 1991, became 
   chairman of the press committee 
   of the St Petersburg 
   administration, representative of 
   the russian information and Press 

   Ministry in St Petersburg and the 
   leningrad region.
• In March 1996, appointed deputy 
   chairman of the russian State 
   committee for Press.
• In November 1999, became 
   president of the center of 
   Strategic Studies (Moscow).
• In 2002, became member of
   the upper chamber of the russian 
   parliament. For seven years, 
   represented the government of 
   the irkutsk region in the 
   parliament. In 2002-2006, chaired 
   the Federation council’s 
   commission for information policy.
• In January 2004, elected deputy 
   chairman of the Federation 
   council, was responsible for issues 
   of international cooperation.
• For seven years, headed the 
   Federation council’s delegation 
   to the asia Pacific Parliamentary 
   Forum.
• In 2006, appointed envoy for 
   the affairs of the Sco Business 

   council by the russian 
   government’s resolution; elected 
   chairman of the Business council.
• PhD (psychology), professor, 
   head of the political psychology 
   department of the St Petersburg 
   State university since 2008.
• In June 2009 – June 2012, governor 
   and chairman of the government 
   of the irkutsk region.
• On June 8, 2012, was appointed 
   Secretary general of the Shanghai 
   cooperation organization at the 
   Sco summit in Beijing. Will remain 
   in office from january 1, 2013, till
   December 31, 2015.
• Awarded the Order For Merit to the 
   Fatherland 4th class, the order of   
   honour, the Medal «For 
   construction of the Baikal-amur 
   railway» (uSSr), the medal of 
   Friendship and cooperation 
   between china and russia (china, 
   2007).commander of the order of 
   the legion of honour (France)
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ti-missile defense systems, provoking 

of regional tensions, including through 

use of latent conflicts and unresolved 

territorial disputes;

- the trend towards increased weap-

ons imports by asian countries, escala-

tion of the arms race in asia;

- growing threats to countries’ infor-

mation security, information systems 

of state bodies of power and corporate 

structures, development of informa-

tion weapons by states, learning of ex-

tremist elements of hacker technolo-

gies and skills;

- rampant drug trafficking, which is 

turning into the key source of financing 

for terrorism, extremist groups, sepa-

ratist movements and arms trafficking;

- piracy as a new form of organized 

crime, coalescence of piracy with ter-

rorism, extremism, weapons smuggling 

and human trafficking;

- instigation for a regime change in 

sovereign states, attempts of armed in-

tervention from outside in the internal 

affairs of sovereign states under the 

pretext of supporting those protesting 

against the “authoritarian” or “cor-

rupted” regimes;

- attempts to settle domestic con-

flicts or social and economic discontent 

through a violent regime change;

- use of modern information and tel-

ecommunication technology for a vio-

lent regime change;

- uncontrollable development of 

public movements, use of biased re-

ports in foreign mass media and also 

non-government organizations financed 

from abroad to change the vector of 

protests;

- radicalization of public attitudes 

due to the escalating confrontation be-

tween the West and the Muslim world;

- growing intolerance in today’s 

world, the growing frequency of cases 

when the feelings of believers are pur-

posefully offended;

- provoking of conflicts between and 

within denominations, with terrorists 

and extremists taking advantage of 

growing mutual mistrust between rep-

resentatives of different religions.

of course, these threats are global, 

but they also have a direct bearing on 

Eurasia and the Pacific region. Even if 

some or other phenomena are not typi-

cal for the present-day situation in the 

region, they may appear here in the 

near future due to globalization.

It is extremely difficult to confront 

all known and emerging problems, but 

this can be done. Moreover, this needs 

to be done, and the faster adequate re-

sponses are found for these challenges, 

the better. available options seem to 

be divided between two levels, nation-

al and international.

it is hardly worth saying that, to sur-

vive in the present-day world, a coun-

try has to be established and self-suf-

ficient, properly carrying out its basic 

functions. First of all, and especially 

now, when we are facing new and new-

est threats to security, the authorities 

must do everything necessary to ensure 

the sovereignty and territorial integrity 

of their country. Second, governments 

should seriously address economic is-

sues and work to improve the prosper-

ity of their citizens, guarantee sustain-

able economic development and settle 

pressing social and economic problems. 

Finally, priority should be given to edu-

cation of the population, development 

of culture, strengthening of healthy 

spirituality in society, support of har-

mony between denominations and eth-

nic groups.

These measures should be comple-

mented with cooperation on the in-

ternational level. governments that 

clearly understand the existing dangers 

and the destructiveness of eroding the 

legal framework of the world order and 

weakening of the national state should 

unite their efforts, act collectively, 

through the United Nations, flexible 

coalitions of like-minded states and 

multilateral regional unions.

in this context, the Sco should be 

seen as a catalyst for shaping a bal-

anced polycentric international system 

on the global and regional scale. The 

Sco stands by the inviolability of the 

international law, principles of equal-

ity, mutual respect of interests, indi-

visibility of security, and uses its own 

example to demonstrate the variety of 

models of development and value sys-

tems; it favors abandonment of bloc 

policies. The growing authority of the 

organization in the world is to a large 

extent due to this backbone of its for-

eign political philosophy.

at a time when the Sco is being eyed 

from all over the world, its voice on 

the international arena could be loud-

er. The organization’s member states 

should make their stand heard more 

clearly, should make joint statements 

on relevant global political issues more 

often, quickly responding to important 

political events. The measures that 

are currently being taken to intensify 

consultations on foreign political issues 

and problems of regional security need 

to envisage involvement of both Sco 

observers and dialog partners in the 

dialog. There is a possibility for closer 

coordination of efforts with partner 

unions and for support of other play-

ers’ initiatives that are in line with the 

Sco’s approaches (BricS, the collec-

tive Security Treaty organization, the 

ciS, eurasec, aSean, ric and Middle 

eastern, latin american and african 

multilateral unions). a strong response 

to the existing security challenges 

could be made by expanding the Sco 

through admission of india and Paki-

stan.

The Sco is not just a political mouth-

piece calling for democratization of 

international relations. it is an organi-

zation that meaningfully counteracts 

security threats, including the newest 

ones. it is enough to mention the joint 

efforts of the Sco member states to 

fight terrorism, stop drug trafficking 
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from afghanistan, counteract trans-

border organized crime, improve co-

operation on information security, 

prevention of extremism, radicalism 

and xenophobia. remarkably, a grow-

ing number of partners, including in 

Asia Pacific, are showing interest in the 

Sco’s achievements in these areas. The 

Sco regional anti-Terrorist Structure is 

actively establishing contacts with spe-

cialized agencies in india, Pakistan, Sri 

lanka and indonesia.

a special place in our interconnected 

and interdependent world belongs to 

economic “landmines” under the build-

ing of international and regional sta-

bility and security. Such basic reasons 

of local conflicts and internal political 

tensions as social and economic under-

development, poverty, inter-regional 

and inter-state development dispro-

portions, etc., are still here. Today, we 

can see old problems become aggravat-

ed with new factors of instability. The 

latter include first of all:

- negative consequences of the glob-

al financial crisis;

- a decline in the economic growth 

pace of developed countries;

- the crisis of the euro zone;

- the ongoing turmoil on financial and 

commodities markets;

- imperfections of the current inter-

national currency and financial system;

- clash of interests between coun-

tries with emerging markets and lead-

ing developed markets;

- escalation of international com-

petition for access to sources of com-

modities, transport communications, 

investment and sales markets;

- attempts to counteract integration 

projects by developing alternative pat-

terns for regional economic coopera-

tion;

- inefficient management and cor-

ruption in certain developing countries;

- mass movements demanding pro-

tection of interests of workers and so-

cial and economic reforms.

counteracting these threats is an 

important part of efforts to ensure in-

ternational security. among anti-crisis 

measures taken on the regional level, 

one that deserves a special mention is 

the development of integration pro-

cesses in Asia Pacific, where the center 

of the world’s financial, economic and 

innovative development has moved 

for good, and in eurasia. The strategic 

choice in favor of further trade liberal-

ization and integration was confirmed 

at the aPec summit in vladivostok.

russia’s participation in regional in-

tegration can expand its geography 

and give additional advantages for the 

region’s economy. Moreover, russia 

combines economic processes in east 

Asia and the Pacific with an integration 

nucleus that is currently being shaped 

in the center of eurasia. as President 

vladimir Putin said at the leaders’ 

meeting in vladivostok, coordination of 

integration efforts in eurasia and asia 

Pacific will allow establishing coopera-

tion between the eurasian economic 

union that is being set up and aPec, 

with involvement of other regional un-

ions.

i am positive that the Sco, which, 

though not an integration union, has 

a significant potential for economic 

cooperation, will find its own niche in 

this new pattern of the dialog between 

regional and subregional unions. rus-

sia’s and Kazakhstan’s membership in 

the Sco links the organization to the 

customs union, while russia and china 

connect it to Asia Pacific. So the SCO 

has a chance to become a link between 

Eurasian and Pacific economic poles. 

First of all, it is necessary to estab-

lish a dialog between the Sco and the 

eurasian economic commission. close 

coordination of efforts on the part of 

the two structures with overlapping re-

sponsibilities could produce a powerful 

synergetic effect in form of acceler-

ated development of trans-continental 

transport corridors, pipeline networks, 

telecommunication systems and en-

suring of energy security on the huge 

territory that includes europe, central 

Asia and Asia Pacific.

china will be of crucial importance 

for the future of the regional economy. 

The scale and pace of china’s growth, 

in terms of security and development 

of its neighboring countries, are both 

a unique advantage and a hidden trap: 

the economy has its own inviolable 

laws. it should be remembered that in 

terms of trade, china and its partners, 

including Sco member states, are in dif-

ferent weight categories. Signing of bi-

lateral and multilateral economic pacts 

with china will require preliminary me-

ticulous calculations with a forecast of 

consequences of some or other steps. 

So it seems that russia and central asia 

would be justified to choose a step-by-

step approach, focusing on the current 

stage of predominantly investment pro-

jects with chinese participation and as-

sistance in creating favorable conditions 

for gradual liberalization of trade.

the oRgAnizAtion’s membeRs should voiCe theiR stAnd moRe CleARlY, 

mAKe joint stAtements on RelevAnt issues of globAl politiCs moRe 

often, quiCKlY Responding to impoRtAnt politiCAl events.
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the sCo is not just A politiCAl mouthpieCe CAlling foR demoCRAtizA-

tion of inteRnAtionAl RelAtions. it is An oRgAnizAtion thAt meAning-

fullY CounteRACts seCuRitY thReAts.

Where china’s role can truly be of 

consequence – in cooperation with rus-

sia and other countries – is in ensuring 

regional economic stability and sus-

tainable development. This area should 

become one of the main common goals 

for Eurasian and Pacific countries, in-

cluding in the context of economic 

cooperation within aPec, aSean, 

eurasec, the customs union and the 

Sco. Their contribution to the common 

case could be broad interaction on is-

sues of energy and food security, sup-

port to the weaker economies, reduc-

tion of poverty, creation of new jobs, 

and construction of infrastructure. it is 

hardly arguable that economic growth, 

development of trade and economic 

cooperation will objectively help to 

promote stability in asia, both in cen-

tral, northeast and Southeast asia.

The long maturing process of shap-

ing regional architecture of multilat-

eral cooperation has finally begun in 

Asia Pacific. For the first time in many 

decades, the outlines of a more or less 

integral regional system for rational 

regulation of international relations 

are emerging in this part of the world. 

however, this already complicated pro-

cess is strongly affected by conscious 

efforts to strengthen the anachronistic 

and provoking parallel architecture of 

military union under the auspices of 

the united States.

in order for the new regional con-

struct to meet the interests of stabil-

ity and development in Asia Pacific, to 

avoid being overtaken by the militarist 

ideology and practices, the existing 

defense “insecurity architecture”, it is 

necessary to work for improving non-

military mechanisms of cooperation. 

like many countries in the region, the 

Sco member states spoke in favor of 

creating open, transparent and equal 

architecture of security and coopera-

tion in Eurasia and the Pacific, which 

would be based on the norms of the 

international law, non-bloc principles 

and consideration of legitimate inter-

ests of all countries, creating a part-

nership network of multilateral unions 

in this huge habitat. geographically 

and politically, the Sco is an insepara-

ble part of this network and it could 

make a bigger contribution to its de-

velopment by:

- initiating a dialog on transparency 

and measures of trust in asia, includ-

ing using its experience of improving 

military trust in the border areas, ac-

cumulated by the Sco member states 

when preparing and implementing two 

agreements between russia, Kazakh-

stan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and china 

dated 1996 and 1997;

- drastically boosting cooperation 

with aSean as a leading regional organ-

ization and a multilateral union that is 

the closest to the Sco spiritually, ex-

panding areas of cooperation from se-

curity issues to economic, cultural and 

humanitarian cooperation;

- establishing contacts with the aSe-

an regional Security Forum and organ-

izing joint events with it;

- joining the Treaty of amity and co-

operation in Southeast asia (after the 

Third Protocol to it comes into force, 

as it allows international organizations 

and not only individual states to join 

it).

- joining the mechanism of east asia 

Summits;

- establishing complementary coop-

eration between the Sco and aPec.

it should be remembered that the 

system of international relations and 

the global economy are going through 

a period of transformation that can re-

sult in a clash of interests of different 

parties. This puts a special responsibili-

ty on all Eurasian and Pacific countries, 

making it insufficient to simply coun-

teract separate threats to national, 

regional or international security. in 

present circumstances, attempts to de-

stroy the strategic equilibrium, change 

the existing balance of arms and weap-

ons, use force to resolve conflicts and 

territorial disputes, shatter the politi-

cal situation in certain countries from 

the outside, set up new military bases 

in foreign countries, engaged in unjus-

tified naval activities, etc, are no less 

dangerous. international players will 

have to show wisdom, reserve, toler-

ance, integrity, respect to partners, 

focus on cooperation and deep un-

derstanding of how varied and fragile 

today’s world is – the foreign political 

qualities that organizations like the 

Sco have.
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whY uKRAine 
wAnts to beCome 
sCo’s pARtneR
Gurgen Grigoryan, political commentator

“ukraine is interested in en-
tering Asian markets with 
high-tech products manu-
factured together with the 
russian federation,” ukrain-
ian President viktor Yanuko-
vich said during a meeting 
with his russian counter-
part vladimir Putin in Sochi

Manufacturing of high-tech prod-

ucts is an important element of eco-

nomic growth, the ukrainian leader 

said. “We are interested in combining 

efforts in order for us to be able to 

work on the markets of third coun-

tries, first of all, the CIS,” he told 

Putin. “We would like to become an 

observer in the Shanghai cooperation 

organization in order to get the op-

portunity to take part in integration 

processes ongoing within it. We would 

like you to be one of our partners in 

the Sco.” The russian president, in 

his turn, said search for sales mar-

kets in asia was really important for 

ukraine at the moment.

The Sco is not a military bloc, even 

though its main goals are strengthen-

ing stability and security on the huge 

territory of its member states, fight-

ing against terrorism, separatism, 

extremism and drug trafficking, de-

veloping economic and energy coop-

eration, and scientific and cultural 

interaction.

“The Sco is a political rather than 

military union,” Mikhail Pogrebinsky, 

head of the center of Political re-

search and Conflict Studies in Kiev, 

told us. “yet since the organization 

unites a huge number of people and 

is a serious authority, its membership 

is prestigious and useful for any coun-

try. you can stay in the know about 

what the great powers are discussing 

and can even put in a word some-

times. The Sco membership doesn’t 

offer any significant economic profit, 

but this is big politics. So becoming 

an Sco observer will greatly improve 

ukraine’s image. The organization 

is in no hurry to invite us, and i am 

certain that there is no way we are 

going to become a member, but we 

still should voice our ambitions and 

desire to attend its events from time 

to time. i believe that it is Putin who 

first of all wants to see us in the SCO. 

it is as if russia were telling us, “We 

are willing to represent your interests 

in the Sco, but giving you the right to 

vote – don’t even think of it!”

Sco member states have agreed 

not to cooperate with organizations 

whose goals contradict their common 

interests. in reality, this means that 

the Sco will counteract the inten-

tions of naTo and the united States 

to increase their influence in the re-

gion it “controls.” a proof of this can 

be seen in the fact that the united 
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States (and japan) has repeatedly 

asked to get the status of an observer 

and has been rejected. instead, the 

Sco is actively expanding relations 

with the european union; eu-china 

summits are held annually. So even 

ukraine’s intention to join naTo will 

severe any relations with the Shang-

hai Six for good.

“no one is inviting anyone to the 

Sco, because, even though this is 

officially an open union, Russia and 

china are unlikely to be eager to in-

vite new members,” comments Sergei 

Belashko, head of the Social commu-

nications agency in Kiev. “leaders of 

the Shanghai Six are much more inter-

ested in cooperation with india and 

iran, which – alongside Pakistan, Mon-

golia and afghanistan – have the sta-

tus of permanent observers. The sta-

tuses of Belarus, Turkey and Sri lanka 

are even vaguer: they are sometimes 

invited to participate in some of the 

organization’s events. The Sco is not 

an anti-american or global union; it 

is designed to deal with purely re-

gional issues. consequently, coopera-

tion with it is not a priority for the 

US. The SCO is significantly different 

from, say, the ciS, it is not an umbrel-

la structure that embraces everything 

and everyone, it has clear priorities 

that are limited to issues of security 

and economy. That is, this organiza-

tion addresses purely practical issues 

– such as security of transport corri-

dors or counteraction to drug traffick-

ing and islamic extremism.”

Washington continues pulling 

ukraine towards naTo, because it 

views it exclusively as a conveni-

ent military foothold and a neces-

sary transport corridor. obviously, 

the opinion of ukrainian citizens and 

their well-being is of zero importance 

here. it is no secret that the Kremlin 

takes calmly any of Kiev’s foreign po-

litical movements except for integra-

tion with naTo. russian Foreign Minis-

ter Sergei lavrov has repeatedly said 

that ukraine’s accession to the organ-

ization will disturb the geopolitical 

balance in europe and Moscow will be 

forced to take measures. apart from 

direct threats of aiming strategic 

missiles towards ukraine, there was a 

hint of ending any russian-ukrainian 

contacts in the asian region of rus-

sia’s influence. So the Kremlin needs 

to be certain of Kiev’s reliability be-

fore it starts lobbying its interests in 

the Sco.

“The SCO is of interest for us first 

of all because we need to develop 

our exports,” says oleg ustenko, ex-

ecutive director of the international 

Bleyzer Foundation. out of each 

1,000 hryvnas of the ukrainian gDP, 

half is generated outside of the coun-

try. The ciS accounts for 40% of the 

country’s foreign currency revenues, 

europe for 25%, and almost all of the 

rest comes from asian markets. The 

Sco is important for us not only be-

cause of russia and china, but be-

cause other countries of the region 

are joining it. This creates opportu-

nities for lobbying the interests of 

ukrainian exporters. china keeps dis-

cussing at different levels the idea of 

restoring the great Silk Way, which 

can even go through ukraine. So we 

should not ignore the geopolitical in-

terests of china, which is the world’s 

second biggest economy. This is why 

we should do everything we can to 

become an Sco observer. in this as-

pect, we need to choose our tactic 

with russia very carefully, since no 

one will take into account our in-

terests just for the sake of it – self 

always comes first. A way to encour-

age russia to become our lobbyist 

could be attracting our neighbors as 

observers in our talks with the euro-

pean union – so that they know what 

we are trying to achieve and we avoid 

potential misunderstanding. So i be-

lieve that the Sco is a promising area 

which Ukraine doesn’t pay sufficient 

attention to yet.”

even if russia decides it wants to 

see ukraine as at least an observer 

in the Sco, it needs to be sure that 

ukraine will work to protect russia’s 

interests within the organization, 

too. The way to achieve this is a task 

with many indeterminates for ukrain-

ian leaders and diplomats. russia and 

china can afford to sometimes ignore 

their economic interests for the sake 

of passing or global political goals. 

For ukraine, this is unacceptable.

to be An obseRveR in the sCo meAns An oppoRtunitY to 

tAKe pARt in the oRgAnizAtion’s integRAtion pRoCesses, 

to Know whAt the shAnghAi siX is tAlKing About.
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sCo thRough the eYes of tuRKish 
eXpeRts

Beijing hosted the lanting research forum, which 
was attended by representatives of embassies of the 
Shanghai Cooperation organization’s member states 
to China, and also by researchers and journalists from 
different countries. issues discussed at the event are 
expected to be on the agenda of the SCo. one of them 
is granting turkey the status of a dialog partner. the 
attractiveness of the organization for neighboring 
countries is fairly high. 
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What will ankara gain from partici-

pation in the Sco and what can it of-

fer the Shanghai Six? Salih Kapusuz, 

Turkish Deputy Prime Minister and 

head of the Parliamentary group of 

Friendship with russia, said in an in-

terview with the golos rossii radio 

station, “Better relations between 

eurasian countries improve coopera-

tion between political leaders and 

business circles; dialog and coopera-

tion are expanded in all directions. 

We vest special importance in joint 

measures to improve contacts and 

cooperation between our countries. 

We are extremely interested in rais-

ing the level and scale of relations 

we have reached in recent years. i 

believe relations between Turkey and 

russia will seriously contribute to the 

development of regional cooperation 

in eurasia.

“There is a certain number of inter-

national organizations in the world. 

They emerged as a result of nations’ 

mutual aspiration towards better 

cooperation. Turkey participates in 

some organizations directly and in 

some others, indirectly. obtaining 

the status of a dialog partner in the 

Sco is in line with the Turkish repub-

lic’s general mission, as it advocates 

dialog between different countries. 

We attach significant importance to 

joint efforts and breakthroughs of 

this kind. We are still in talks with 

the EU on full-fledged membership, 

but we also support development of 

our ties with other unions, we are try-

ing to contribute to improvement of 

cooperation with other international 

structures and taking significant ef-

fort to expand our bilateral relations 

with different countries.

“We support the joint effort made 

by organizations like the Sco and we 

value our ties with such organiza-

tions. We also value our bilateral re-

lations with the Sco member states; 

with some of them, they are at a fair-

ly high partnership level.”

Today, Turkey is rapidly developing 

its ties with key eurasian countries 

in almost all areas, the vice premier 

said. But won’t it affect its relations 

with the West? Professor resat arim, 

chief expert of the Turkish Foreign 

Policy institute, answers, “The West 

needs to understand that Turkey is a 

country interested in development of 

political, economic and cultural ties 

with the entire world. Turkey is work-

ing to strengthen its ties even with 

central asian states. The West needs 

to understand that apart from the 

West, there is the north, the South 

and the east in the world. and Turkey 

needs breakthrough relations in all 

directions. This is the foundation of 

Turkey’s foreign policy today.”

Promoting cooperation between 

key eurasian countries, the Sco is be-

coming the main international player 

in eurasia, Professor arim says. and 

this attracts neighboring countries.

overall, Turkish analytical centers 

give a positive assessment to the Sco 

activities. notably, experts of the 

Wise Men center for Strategic Stud-

ies (BilgeSaM) note the following 

achievement of the Shanghai Six in 

their collective report: 1) settlement 

of border disputes between china and 

other Sco member states; 2) signing 

of the Shanghai convention on Fight 

against Terrorism, Separatism and ex-

tremism; 3) the setup of the Sco Sec-

retariat; 4) the setup of the regional 

anti-terrorist center and the execu-

tive committee of the Sco regional 

anti-Terrorist Structure (raTS).

an important sign of the Sco’s suc-

cess is, they believe, the fact that 

the organization has been given the 

status of an observer at the un gen-

eral assembly. The authors of the re-

port also point to the growing level 

of trust between the organization’s 

member states: “after Sco heads of 

state adopted the Tashkent Declara-

tion in 2004, cooperation within the 

Shanghai Six has been developing in 

all areas. in order to improve mutual 

trust during the summit in astana in 

2005, the Sco countries asked the 

united States to decide on the time-

frame for withdrawal of its troops 

from central asia.” however, certain 

disagreements between Sco member 

states still remain, BilgeSaM analysts 

say. it is well known, for example, 

that china advocates the setup of a 

free trade zone within the Sco, some-

thing russia doesn’t want to rush.

Turkish experts are positive that 

the level of relations between Turkey 

and Sco member states is to a large 

extent determined by the role of the 

former on the international stage. 

Political observers from the afro-

eurasia Strategic research center 

(aFaSaM) note that Turkey has been 

consistently expanding its bilateral 

relations with central asian states 

since the early 1990s and has been 

taking effort to create regional plat-

forms as well.

Special attention, aFaSaM experts 

say, should be paid to the economic 

cooperation organization, which 

comprises three Middle eastern coun-

tries, five Central Asian countries, 

azerbaijan and Pakistan. Besides, Tur-

key supports the naTo Partnership for 

Peace program, which was launched 

in 1994. Turkey also plays an impor-

tant part in energy projects of cen-

tral asian states and holds a strategic 

place for the building of the “new Silk 

Way,” the analysts conclude.

Professor Mehmet akif okur, analyst 

of the ankara institute for Strategic 

Studies, considers the Sco activi-

ties in terms of america’s ambitions 

the fact that the sCo granted turkey the status of a dialogue partner, 
consistent with the overall mission of the Republic of turkey, which supports 
the development of a dialogue between different countries
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in central asia. “The main histori-

cal and strategic goal of the united 

States,” he argues, “is to prevent the 

emergence of a dominating eurasian 

military and political force on the 

international stage and to keep the 

opportunity to influence Eurasia’s po-

litical and economic development.” 

he comes to the conclusion that as a 

strategic ally of the uS and a naTo 

member, Turkey indirectly supports 

Washington’s goal. ankara’s support is 

seen especially clearly in its attempts 

to involve central asian states in the 

naTo Partnership for Peace project.

At first sight, it would seem that 

the opinions of Professor okur and 

Professor arim are different, but, in 

fact, they complement each other. 

This can be proved with a compre-

hensive article written by Professor 

hasret comak, vice chancellor of the 

Kocaeli university and expert of the 

Turkish asian center for Strategic 

Studies (TaSaM), “Sco’s Future dur-

ing global Polarization and Turkey’s 

Security,” in which he writes that de-

veloping relations with russia, china 

and Central Asian states, Turkey first 

of all pursues the following goals: 1) 

to become a powerful force in central 

asia; 2) to expand and preserve its in-

fluence in the region; 3) to become 

a participant of the region’s most in-

fluential organizations; 4) to play an 

active part in the affairs of influential 

regional organizations; 5) to develop 

the potential possibility of becoming 

a regional power.

Pointing to the growing number of 

initiatives to expand cooperation be-

tween the eu and naFTa, and also 

between naFTa and aPec, Professor 

comak says that the “vacuum” in the 

cooperation chain between asia Pa-

cific and Eurasia still exists. Turkey, 

he argues, could play the part of the 

missing link in the chain of truly glob-

al interaction. To achieve this ambi-

tious goal, he proposes developing 

trade and information relations with 

aPec and naFTa as part of institu-

tional cooperation. To begin, Turkey 

should obtain the status of an observ-

er with such international structures 

as aSeM (the asia-europe Meeting), 

aPec and naFTa.

recalling that today’s agenda in-

cludes the building of a “new Silk 

Way” that would ensure transporta-

tion of energy from central asia and 

the South caucasus to europe and 

expand trade between china and eu-

ropean countries, Professor comak 

insists that the Sco cannot be viewed 

as “an alternative international eco-

nomic platform.” By pursuing “ration-

al multilateral diplomacy,” Turkey 

can obtain what it failed to achieve 

with bilateral diplomacy, he says.

The following of the professor’s 

arguments are of interest for under-

standing the goals and tasks of Tur-

key’s strategy in central asia: “The 

united States and japan are using 

aPec to try and create an important 

economic potential in Asia Pacific, 

while the european union, in order 

to expand cooperation with asia’s 

economic agents, launched the pro-

cess of regular summits within the 

asia-europe Meeting in Bangkok in 

1996. Similarly, Turkey should use its 

advantages, including those achieved 

thanks to the customs union with the 

eu, and not only participate actively 

in the process of shaping of the global 

cooperation system, but also be in 

this system. Forming new channels of 

cooperation with regional economic 

unions, Turkey should insist on getting 

the status of an observer with aPec 

and aSean.

“it is necessary that the economic 

cooperation organization should be-

come an international structure that 

interacts actively with the eu, aSean 

and aPec.” remarkably, comak does 

not consider russia’s and china’s full 

membership in the eco. But he em-

phasizes that the organization should 

create “special forms of cooperation” 

with russia and china. So we can con-

clude that the TaSaM expert believes 

that the eco could play the part of 

the Sco’s regional rival. however, 

given the escalating rivalry between 

Turkey and iran, the expansion of the 

SCO’s influence and decline of US in-

fluence in Central Asia, the ECO does 

not seem to be the right tool to in-

tensify regional integration. This was 

one of the reasons the role of the 

cooperation council of Turkic Speak-

ing States became more important in 

Turkey’s central asian policy.

So the Sco is an important struc-

ture today, its influence and attrac-

tiveness growing every year. This or-

ganization is of huge importance for 

Turkey, first of all, from the economic 

point of view. it should be noted that 

the Sco member states are also in-

terested in a partner like Turkey. Most 

Turkish experts believe that their 

country should work to become not 

just a Sco dialog partner, but an ob-

server in the organization. This cor-

responds both to Turkey’s current for-

eign political ambitions and to its role 

on the international stage.

today the sCo is a very important structure, influence and attractiveness is growing 
every year. for turkey, the organization is important, first of all, from an economic 
point of view. And sCo countries, for their part, are interested in such a partner as 
turkey
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Chinese AmbAssAdoR: ChinA, Rus-
siA ReAdY to stRengthen CoopeR-
Ation with otheR ApeC CountRies

vladivostok in russia’s far east is hosting 
the 20th annual summit of APeC leaders. 
during the week of the APeC Summit 
2012, Chinese leader hu jintao, russian 
President vladimir Putin and other APeC 
heads of state hold in-depth discussions 
on promoting development and prosperity 
of the Asian-Pacific region. 

in an interview with the Xinhua 

news agency, chinese ambassador to 

russia li hui described aPec as a cru-

cial mechanism of economic cooper-

ation in asia Pacific. over more than 

twenty years of the organization’s 

existence, it has played a significant 

part in promoting liberalization and 

simplifying trade and investment, 

deepening regional economic inte-

gration, strengthening technical and 

economic cooperation and joint de-

velopment in the region.

Today, as the world’s economy is 

getting increasingly globalized, in-

terdependence of different econo-

mies is growing, and management 

of the global economy has seen sev-

eral changes. at the same time, the 

economic situation in the world is 

complicated and volatile. This cre-

ates growing instability on the inter-

national financial market, which has 

become one of the sources of insta-

bility and uncertainty in the global 

economy’s recovery. Simultaneously, 

energy security, climate changes, 

large-scale natural calamities and 

other global challenges are coming 

to the fore. in this connection, the 

aPec summit will be of huge impor-

tance for expanding cooperation be-

tween the parties, overcoming exist-

ing difficulties and taking effort to 

build an asia Pacific that would be 

peaceful, developed, prosperous and 

harmonious, li hui said.

For many years, russia has been 

consistently strengthening its trade 

and economic ties with asian Pacific 

countries, the ambassador said, and 

it has contributed actively to the re-

gion’s development. The aPec sum-

mit in 2012 is chaired by russia for 

the first time ever, and russia has 

done meticulous work to prepare 

such a high-level event. “We are 

positive that successful hosting of 

the summit will bring new opportu-

nities and give a new incentive for 

expanding russia’s cooperation with 

other aPec economies,” he assured.

chinese-russian trade and eco-

nomic cooperation is an important 

part of economic interaction in asia 

Pacific. china and russia are the 

biggest neighbors and also leading 

emerging markets in asia Pacific and 

in the world. Both view the other 

party’s development as an important 

opportunity for itself and unfailingly 

declare development of mutual in-

teraction a priority in cooperation.

Based on the development of 

chinese-russian comprehensive re-

lations of strategic interaction and 

partnership, china has provided 

consistent support to the russian 

party during preparations for the 

aPec summit, li hui said. Together 

with russia and other aPec member 

states, china is willing to further co-

operation in liberalization and sim-

plifying of trade and investment, 

regional economic integration, in-

novative development, improvement 

of transport and logistics chains, 

mounting of food security and other 

areas, continuing tireless efforts to 

encourage joint development of asia 

Pacific and to ensure a balanced, 

tolerant, stable, innovative and safe 

growth in the region and in the world 

in general.
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Stanislav Maksimov

AltAY sCo foRum – A unique 
gRound foR the Young business-
men diAlogue 

Youth SCo forum became one of the central events in the chronicle of SCo life this 
year. the idea to gather young businessmen from different countries in Altay region 
was supported by russian president vladimir Putin at the meeting of the Council of 
state heads - SCo members. the arrangers of the forum were SCo Business club, SCo 
Youth Council, Altay region authorities, Association of young businessmen of russia 
and russian youth association.
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as its participants think, the re-

sults of this Forum exceeded all ex-

pectations. a small resort Belokuriha 

accepted more than 550 guests from 

russia, china, Kazakhstan, Kirgizia, 

Tajikistan, Mongolia and from other 

countries – Sco members. as the ar-

rangers thought, the forum had to 

become a place for discussion and di-

rect communication between young 

businessmen and “business sharks” 

of Sco countries. They discussed 

such topics as “good neighbouring, 

non-violence and dialogue», «trans-

boundary touristic routes», «green 

economy», «near-border trade», 

«transport corridors».

The forum became a huge ground 

for young businessmen from differ-

ent countries to discuss common 

problems and to start their com-

munication. it was devoted to youth 

business activity and near-border co-

operation, but range of topics wasn’t 

limited to these fields. They talked 

about increase of universities role in 

the countries of Sco and about per-

spectives of the unique transnational 

high school– Sco university, about 

development of tourism, of electron-

ic trade grounds, about the work of 

international summer school of the 

students from Big altay, and about 

educational programs for business.

«various sections were conducted 

during the Forum, says the leader of 

russian national part of Sco youth 

council Denis Kravchenko. – We had 

grounds for negotiations, where 

we tried to create the best atmos-

phere for negotiations so that peo-

ple could use their time here in the 

most effective way. Speakers had an 

hour and a half each, and they were 

speaking about how their business 

had appeared and developed, which 

difficulties they had faced, which 

perspectives did they have, what 

were the best models to start busi-

ness with, what were the principles 

of deal lifetime, etc. i’m sure that 

this educational part of the program 

helped many participants to find ide-

as about their own business».

a famous businessman igor 

Kubanov, the owner of popular “By-

strov” brand, founder and president 

of transnational corporation “ar-

man”, producer of digital conference 

circuit “armtel” Serikbay Bisekeev 

and founder Business-youth project 

Mikhail Dashkiev shared the secrets 

of their success with the young col-

leagues.

all participants of the forum 

shared their ideas, realization of 

which could broaden the bounds of 

cooperation within Sco youth coun-

cil. among them were such as mu-

sical contest Sco-vision – a kind of 

eurovision analogue, - and joint cu-

linary show in Sco-countries, as well 

as single internet-space and single 

discount card for young people.

and at the presentation–workshop 

of business-incubators representa-

tives of Sco countries in Biisk an 

offer about a united bank of pat-

ent ideas and developments was an-

nounced. an idea about creation of 

intergovernmental commission for 

forming of industry clusters and im-

plementation of highly technological 

production was announced. one of 

the ideas which resonated with the 

audience was the annual Sco youth 

forum in altay region.

and at the end of each day there 

were presentations of the brightest 

projects. among them were altay 

biopharmaceutical cluster, handi-

crafts of altay region and “Scientific 

schools and educational programs 

of Sco countries”. The scientific 

schools and educational programs 

were presented, students of altay 

State university defended their pro-

jects. 

«i’m sure that Sco countries have 

great perspectives and positive fu-

ture, and it’s the young generation 

which will build it, - russian presi-

dent vladimir Putin said in his greet-

ing speech to Sco youth forum. – i 

sincerely hope that this forum will 

become a significant input in mutual 

understanding growth, and increase 

of mutual respect and reliability be-

tween our countries and peoples, 

and it will help further strengthening 

of Sco role as of influential interna-

tional organization».

altay forum proved that all these 

hopes were real. The first meeting of 

young businessmen of Sco countries 

was excellent. and now the main 

thing is to develop this success in the 

coming years.

The organizers thank the compa-

nies that have shown themselves to 

be reliable partners in the Sco youth 

Forum: “noveks” commercial net-

work,  nTc “galex, “zernobank”, 

jSc “Belokurikha resort” and the 

leading brands of altai - “evalar”and 

“altai bouquet”

sCo countries have great perspectives and positive future, and it’s the young 
generation which will build it
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it is possible that the redirection of uS and nAto efforts to the north of Afghanistan is due to 
America’s intention to expand the zone of the “controlled conflict”, moving it to the fergana 
valley, writes konstantin Syroyezhkin, chief researcher with the kazakhstan institute of Strategic 
research, in the analytical magazine «mezhdunarodnye issledovaniya», published by the 
institute for Comparative Social research Cessi-kazakhstan, on the basis of several international 
conferences on Afghanistan, the organizers of which included the Alexander knyazev fund and 
the Politkontakt political technology center. 

it is possible that the redirection of 
uS and naTo efforts to the north of af-
ghanistan is due to america’s intention 
to expand the zone of the “controlled 
conflict”, moving it to the Fergana 
valley, writes Konstantin Syroyezhkin, 
chief researcher with the Kazakhstan 
institute of Strategic research, in the 
analytical magazine Mezhdunarodnye 
issledovaniya, published by the insti-
tute for comparative Social research 
cessi-Kazakhstan, on the basis of sev-
eral international conferences on af-
ghanistan, the organizers of which in-
cluded the alexander Knyazev Fund and 
the Politkontakt political technology 
center. Below is the expert’s article.

afghanistan has remained a key se-
curity threat for central asia for many 
years. These threats come both from 
social, economic and political problems 
of the country’s development and from 
the geopolitical game in which afghani-

stan and militants on its territory are 
given a specific role by its players.

Threats and challenges related to 
the afghan vector can be conditionally 
divided into three groups. real threats 
and challenges, i.e. the ones systems 
of regional and national security are 
facing at present. anticipated threats 
and challenges, i.e. those that can 
arise if the Western coalition’s strat-
egy fails, it changes its tactics against 
the militants or quickly withdraws from 
afghanistan. The third group is related 
to the issue of the Sco’s participation 
in settlement in afghanistan, which has 
been actively debated lately.

The first group includes the follow-
ing threats and challenges.

First of all, afghanistan remains the 
main base of terrorists, including those 
related to terrorist and extremist orga-
nizations whose goal is to destabilize 

the situation in central asia, topple 
the existing political regimes and cre-
ate the Muslim caliphate within its 
borders.

Political instability in afghanistan 
and the fact that a significant part of its 
territory is not controlled by the cen-
tral government is the basis that allows 
using the country for training militant 
groups, perhaps few, but presenting a 
real threat to political regimes of cen-
tral asian states. These groups include 
the islamic Movement of uzbekistan, 
akramija, Tablighi jamaat, the islamic 
Party of east Turkestan, jamaat of cen-
tral asian Mojaheds, etc., i.e. groups 
that originated in central asia. Since 
the region’s countries and russia have 
no opportunity to fight these groups 
within afghanistan, they can only hope 
that these groups’ activities outside of 
the country will be stopped by afghani-
stan’s national security forces and iSaF 

Konstantin Syroezhkin

whAt sCo CAn do 
to solve 
“AfghAn puzzle”
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troops still stationed there.
The only thing we can do is to 

strengthen our borders with afghani-
stan and reinforce the cSTo collective 
rapid reaction Force as the only struc-
ture meant to ensure collective secu-
rity in the region.

Second, afghanistan remains the 
main base for production of raw opium 
and also the main supplier of heroin 
and other drugs to global markets via 
central asian states.

The main problem for us is the use 
of the region’s countries for transit of 
afghan drugs, emergence of criminal 
groups related to this transit and rapid 
growth of the number of drug addicts 
in the region’s countries. it would be 
naïve to expect the problem to resolve 
itself.

First of all, according to some esti-
mates, opium poppy yields up to 40% of 
afghanistan’s gDP, and its planting in-
volves over 3.5mn people (almost 15% 
of the country’s population).

Moreover, the international commit-
tee for Drug control estimates that ag-
gregate opium reserves in afghanistan 
and neighboring countries totaled some 
12,000 metric tons at the end of 2009. 
This amount is enough to meet the 
world’s illegal demand for opiates for 
two and a half years.

Second, afghanistan’s borders with 
Tajikistan and Pakistan are virtually 
transparent and do not present an ob-
stacle for drug smuggling.

Third, in the 1990s and early 2000s, 
an international network of financing, 
production, transportation and market-
ing of drugs was created. Drugs from 
afghanistan are delivered to europe via 
several channels. it will be impossible 
to destroy this network overnight.

Still, the main obstacle that hinders 
effective counteraction to this threat 
is that drug trafficking most probably 
involves both the coalition forces and 
a significant part of elites in the United 
States, europe, iran, Pakistan, russia 
and central asian states. Were it not 
so, political will would be enough to 
cut off the routes supplying precursors 
to afghanistan that are not produced 
there.

The third is the potential demise of 
hamid Karzai’s government and return 
of the Taliban movement to power, 

which will inevitably result in a new 
wave of civil war in afghanistan and 
threaten destabilization in central 
asia.

We cannot engage in a dialog with 
the Taliban, both due to our limited 
foreign political opportunities and due 
to the fact that the uS and naTo will 
not allow central asian states and rus-
sia to do so. The only thing we can do is 
to reinforce the security belt along our 
borders with afghanistan collectively 
within the collective Security Treaty 
organization and, perhaps, the Sco.

as has already been said, the main 
problem is not the unlikely aggression 
of the Taliban against central asia, but 
the quite real surge of activities of eth-
nic terrorist organizations in the north 
of afghanistan that have close ties with 
the terrorist underground in central 
asia (especially Kyrgyzstan and uzbeki-
stan) and in russia.

Four, further escalation of the situa-
tion in Pakistan, the breakup of the rul-
ing coalition and prospects of terrorists 
laying their hands on nuclear weapons.

judging by the developments in 
Pakistan, this can happen in the near 
term. The ruling coalition has almost 
broken up already, and the only force 
that keeps Pakistan from the ultimate 
demise is the army.

at present, however, the position of 
the army and special services is being 
encroached upon in order to tarnish 
their positive image and decrease their 
role in society. This is done at a time 
when the government is weak, society 
is getting increasingly radicalized and 
the number of terrorist attacks is ris-
ing.

Finally, the inevitable and soon with-
drawal of the united States and iSaF 
troops from afghanistan (even if they 
decide to leave permanent military 
bases behind). This means that the only 
force that really contains the onset of 
islamism on central asia is leaving the 
region and leaves secular political re-
gimes one on one with the growing in-
fluence of radical Islamism.

The withdrawal of the uS and the 
Western coalition from afghanistan 
will make it necessary for the region’s 
states and russia to deal with all prob-
lems related to afghanistan on their 
own. The main of these problems is the 

potential rise of a new wave of islamic 
radicalism in the entire region and re-
sumption of islamists’ activities in cen-
tral asia.

The second group of threats and 
challenges is less obvious.

The first and most dangerous one of 
them is military and geostrategic: un-
der the pretext of fighting terrorism, 
the united States and naTo have built 
a striking ground in afghanistan in the 
past ten years, which, if necessary, al-
lows quickly deploying a very powerful 
force on the southern border of the ciS.

judging by the way the war in af-
ghanistan has been waged, the main 
goal of the united States and naTo is 
to create a foothold in afghanistan and 
Pakistan for further penetration in the 
entire central asian region to establish 
its influence there and block out Rus-
sia and china. This is actually the goal 
of the greater central asia strategy, 
which aims at pulling central asian 
states away from the ciS, cSTo and 
Sco.

Some experts warn that the main 
goal of the united States in the region 
is to shape a controllable “arch of in-
stability” in eurasia, which it needs to 
maintain its superpower status.

Second, the planned move of active 
warfare of the Western coalition to the 
north of afghanistan and the inevitable 
rise in activity of the Taliban move-
ment and other ethnic combat groups 
near the CIS borders that will definitely 
ensue.

There are two potential challenges 
here. First, russia and central asia will 
be inevitably drawn in the civil war in 
afghanistan; quite possibly, they will 
be left on their own, without support 
(or with very limited support) from the 
Western coalition.

Second, the inevitable surge in ac-
tivity of terrorist groups that present 
a real threat to the region’s political 
regimes.

it cannot be ruled out that the move 
of the uS and naTo activities to the 
north of afghanistan is due to america’s 
intention to expand the area of the 
“controlled conflict”, moving it to the 
Fergana valley.

Third, turning of afghanistan and 
Pakistan in a single zone of instabil-
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ity with the prospect of escalation of 
the Indian-Pakistani conflict and highly 
probable use of nuclear weapons. in 
this case, a new big war will be waged 
near central asia, with all obvious neg-
ative consequences.

use of nuclear weapons in this war 
will result in an environmental and hu-
manitarian catastrophe in central and 
South asia.

Finally, in case of the ultimate de-
feat of the Western coalition and its 
quick withdrawal from afghanistan, 
the Taliban movement will turn from 
a terrorist organization into a national 
liberation movement serving for entire 
central and South asia as a model of ef-
ficient resistance to foreign forces and 
toppling of existing political regimes.

This is a feasible development. The 
Taliban already enjoys significant au-
thority, so far only in afghanistan and, 
partially, Pakistan. its victory in a situ-
ation when the Western coalition is 
building up its field strength will add 
to its authority, and its inevitably com-

ing to power after the iSaF leaves will 
provide every reason to view it as a na-
tional liberation movement.

as to threats and challenges related 
to the Sco’s participation in settling 
the situation in afghanistan, the very 
idea of the Sco’s involvement in af-
ghanistan’s affairs is interesting and, in 
certain circumstances, quite plausible. 
But it is necessary to understand clear-
ly what the Sco can do in afghanistan 
and what it should better not, in order 
to preserve its positive image.

What SCO can do
First of all, it can finance social and 

infrastructure projects in afghanistan. 
This, however, would require setting up 
a structure for doing this, since at pres-
ent there is none.

Second, it can assist fighting drug 
trafficking in Afghanistan, including 
by creating control mechanisms along 
the country’s borders. it should be said 
that the Sco doesn’t have a possibility 
to take any steps against drug traffick-

ing inside afghanistan. The second task 
is actually doable, even though there 
are certain limitations. First of all, it 
is impossible to create an anti-drug 
safety belt along afghanistan’s borders 
without involving Pakistan and iran. 
But there can be no talk about compre-
hensive cooperation with them in this 
sphere until they get the status of a full 
Sco member.

Second, there is a difference in as-
sessments of the level of drug threat 
by Sco member states. For some (rus-
sia, Tajikistan and Kazakhstan), the 
problem of drug transit from afghani-
stan is very relevant; others give pri-
ority to other problems. For china, at 
least, drug trafficking from Afghanistan 
doesn’t pose a serious threat at the 
moment.

Third, i have already written about 
the involvement of elites in afghani-
stan’s neighboring countries in drug 
transit and their interest in it.

Third, creation of a favorable foreign 
political environment, blocking exports 

of drug substances and imports of pre-
cursors in afghanistan as much as pos-
sible, drastically cutting outside finan-
cial support to the afghan opposition 
and creating conditions to limit export 
of radical islamist ideas.

This will not require endorsement 
from the afghan government or, more 
importantly, from the iSaF command; 
the political will of the Sco member 
states should suffice. At the same time, 
the Sco’s strategy in the settlement in 
its economic part should seek to focus 
investment efforts based on a specific 
plan of the afghan economy’s recovery, 
not on the sum of investment to be pro-
vided, which is the case today.

The main goal for the Sco should be 
creating a peaceful buffer area, free of 
drug production, along the borders of 
the organization’s members.

What the SCO cannot and should 
not do.

First of all, it should not get involved 
in resolving afghanistan’s military 

problems in any role. This would be ir-
rational for several reasons.

First, the afghans view any foreign 
military force as occupants whose pres-
ence violates the country’s sovereignty 
and results in serious losses among ci-
vilians.

Second, russia has already had the 
sad experience of bringing troops to 
afghanistan, which showed clearly how 
intolerant the local population is of the 
presence of foreign military and how 
impossible it is to build a modern so-
ciety in afghanistan through the use of 
force.

Third, the process of shaping the se-
curity component of the Sco is not over 
yet, and its possibilities are fairly lim-
ited. consequently, one shouldn’t play 
with illusions that the Sco can replace 
naTo in afghanistan.

Finally, the Sco’s involvement in af-
ghanistan’s affairs should first be dis-
cussed with hamid Karzai’s government 
and the leaders of the uS and naTo, 
working out a scenario for this involve-

ment.
Second, attempting to organize ne-

gotiations within afghanistan under the 
auspices of the Sco. This idea is hardly 
plausible. Despite a certain change in 
attitudes towards russia on the part of 
afghanistan’s incumbent political lead-
ership, the Taliban for different reasons 
do not accept russia and china and will 
not agree to a dialog with them. only 
two countries – iran and Pakistan – can 
act as mediators in a dialog with the 
Taliban, but they are not Sco members 
yet.

But this is not the most important 
reason. in present circumstances, or-
ganization of talks with Taliban leaders 
and, all the more so, with the so-called 
moderate Taliban, makes no sense. it 
would be unforgivably naïve to hope 
for a positive outcome of talks in a situ-
ation when the Taliban is stronger than 
the government and the international 
coalition.

the only thing we can do is to strengthen our borders with Afghanistan and reinforce the Csto 
Collective Rapid Reaction force as the only structure meant to ensure collective security in 
the region
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AfghAnistAn joins sCo, eXpeCted 
to join nAto

Afghanistan is the centerpiece of a project that was devised by American expert frederic Star and 
is being implemented by the united States

Pyotr Goncharov

at the recent Sco summit in Beijing, 

afghanistan was granted the status of 

an observer. judging by publications 

on afghan websites, the event didn’t 

go unnoticed for the country’s politi-

cal establishment. But what exactly 

does the new status give Kabul and 

what does it give the Shanghai coop-

eration organization?

Obtaining of the status is definitely 

a landmark. But not so much for the 

afghan political elites (not to say any-

thing about the afghan streets), as 

for the united States. here is why. 

afghanistan is the centerpiece of a 

project that was devised by american 

expert Frederic Star and is, apparent-

ly, being implemented by the united 

States.

The goal of the project is to gath-

er all central asian republics, all of 

afghanistan’s neighbors (and india) 

around it, involving them in restora-

tion of the afghan economy. in ameri-

can terms, this is called the greater 

central asia Project. So afghanistan in 

the Sco provides the uS with a con-

venient mechanism for implementing 

this gcaP.

actually, all of the above mentioned 

parties to the project, which Washing-

ton carefully monitors, have already 

got hooked on the afghan economy. 

For Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, this is 

caSa 1000, electricity deliveries to 

afghanistan; for Turkmenistan and 

Pakistan – the TaPi project, a gas 

pipeline for pumping Turkmen gas to 

Pakistan and india via afghanistan; for 

uzbekistan and iran, the construction 

of a railway from hairatan to Mazar-e-

Sharif and on to herat.
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india has also received a fancy proj-

ect of developing the huge hajigak 

iron ore deposit. russian geologists 

that worked in afghanistan in the So-

viet era say the iron content in its ores 

is very high. india plans to build a rail-

way to hajigak to transport ore to the 

gulf of Persia and on to its plants for 

processing.

Finally, the united States did not 

forget about its main opponent in the 

region, i.e. china. it has been the 

luckiest, having “won” a tender for 

the development of the world’s sec-

ond biggest copper deposit, ainak (the 

biggest one is situated in chile). it is 

unknown whether someone helped 

china, but its plan for implementation 

of the ainak project is the same that 

Soviet geologists had. For the project 

to be profitable, they said, a cop-

per smelter should be built near the 

mine (30 km from Kabul). it should be 

powered by electricity from thermal 

power plants built in the north and 

using local (Sheberghan) gas. china 

is going to do the same thing. it has 

already obtained the right to get ac-

cess to both gas and oil in the north of 

Afghanistan – fields that were, again, 

discovered by Soviet geologists.

afghanistan will not stay an ob-

server for long. We can easily surmise 

that it will become a full-fledged SCO 

member in a year. having afghanistan 

in this capacity is in everyone’s inter-

ests. it is in the interests of the united 

States, if it is going to implement the 

gcaP; it is in the interests of central 

asian republics to be able to ask Kabul, 

if necessary, what the islamic Move-

ment of uzbekistan is doing there; it 

is in the interests of china and rus-

sia, since they are more interested in 

uS military bases in afghanistan after 

2014. There are none yet, but they 

will emerge for sure, in compliance 

with the agreement on strategic coop-

eration, recently signed by Presidents 

hamid Karzai and Barack obama.

a remarkable point: after the meet-

ing of leaders of Sco member states, 

chinese President hu jintao and af-

ghan President hamid Karzai made 

statements about the two countries’ 

relations reaching a new strategic 

level. The foundation for this higher 

level will be the agreement on strate-

gic cooperation between afghanistan 

and china. This will be the eighth such 

agreement for afghanistan – it has al-

ready signed them with india, Britain, 

italy, australia, France, the united 

States and germany.

everyone needs afghanistan to be 

in the Sco. But what will it get from 

the organization? until recently (be-

fore Karzai’s glorious visit to Moscow 

in january 2011), Kabul did its best 

to dodge the question about the pos-

sibility of its accession to the Sco, cit-

ing its status of a non-aligned state. 

What has changed? First of all, it has 

become obvious that the problem of 

afghanistan cannot be resolved with-

out resolving its Pakistani element. So 

for Kabul, the Sco is also a mechanism 

for putting pressure on islamabad. es-

pecially given the new agreement on 

strategic cooperation with Beijing. if 

islamabad is going to listen to anyone, 

that will be Beijing.

There is another consideration. Tur-

key joining the Sco as a dialog partner 

is seen by experts as a “watershed”, 

meaning that Turkey, being a naTo 

member, is acceding the organization 

that is supposed to oppose it. Why not 

consider the possibility of afghanistan 

joining naTo? The political elite in the 

country doesn’t rule it out.

AfghAnistAn will not stAY 
An obseRveR foR long. we 
CAn eAsilY suRmise thAt 
it will beCome A full-
fledged sCo membeR in A 
YeAR. hAving AfghAnistAn 
in this CApACitY is in eve-
RYone’s inteRests.
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whAt will hAppen to CentRAl AsiA 
AfteR Allies will leAve AfghAnistAn? 
Alexander Shustov 

As time comes for American forces to leave Afghanistan in the end of 
2014, Central Asia perspectives are more and more dim and scaring. it is 
known that uSA plans to take some of military equipment used there into 
the former Soviet republics of Central Asia. American military leaders are 
already discussing the question with tajikistan, kirgizia and uzbekistan

also the joint military maneuvers 

“regional collaboration - 2012” of the 

uSa and all mentioned countries  and 

Kazakhstan, which took place on june, 

18 in Kirgizia, clearly show american 

plans to get into these  territories. The 

maneuvers were held on the site of the 

joint military forces training center ac-

cording to the  plan of bilateral military 

contacts between army of Kirgizia and 

uS central command. The main goal 

was to  work out joint actions in case 

of natural disasters and «in case of de-

struction forces activity». as informa-

tion  by Defense Ministry of Kirgizia says, 

uSa trains their partners to prepare and 

conduct virtual training  courses and to 

work with electronic cards.  american 

army will leave afghanistan step by 

step. last year ten thousand soldiers 

left the country. another  23 thousand 

were to leave by autumn. uSa Defense 

Minister leon Panetta announced that 

America wanted  to finish its war mis-

sion in afghanistan by middle or end of 

2013 to concentrate on training afghan 

military  forces and providing consult-

ing assistance. after the main part of 

the army will leave the country, sev-

eral  large military bases will stay in 

Begram, Sindand, nangarhar province, 

in Kandahar and Mazar-e-Sarif,  which 

will let americans help local army. uSa 

plans to spend about 4 billion dollars 

annually after 2014 for  afghan army 

support. locals don’t believe these 

promises. recently afghanistan Presi-

dent hamid Karzai  demanded from the 

USA to fix the financial aid amount in a 
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contract, fearing that these words will 

be just a  doubletalk.  american mili-

tary forces show significant interest in 

keeping their airbase in Kirgizia, trying 

to mask it as a  “civil transit center”. 

earlier uSa announced their plans to 

place mobile units of special forces in 

all countries  of the region, for protec-

tion of the northern way, and to build 

training centers, checkpoints and other  

military objects. Such plans mean that 

this military infrastructure is designed 

for total control of the area.  russian 

Ministry of Foreign affairs already ex-

pressed fears that uSa military base 

in Kirgizia may be used in  war against 

iran and thus the countries of central 

asia will be involved in this war.  abil-

ity of americans to deter Talibans af-

ter military disengagement is a big 

question. Even the first steps of  troop 

pullout in afghanistan provoked anxi-

ety in the central asia capitals. When 

vladimir Putin came to  Tashkent on 

june, 4 they discussed the topic with 

islam Karimov as nearly the most im-

portant one. The  both presidents un-

derstand that terroristic activity will 

go behind the borders after military 

pullout.  Moscow is also worried about 

possibility of turning central asia into 

another afghanistan. in april secretary  

general of cSTo nicolay Borduja was 

talking about the matter with anxiety. 

he named such threats as  wakeup of 

radical religious and nationalist struc-

tures activity, which successfully use 

existing religious, social  and ethnical 

contradictions in the region. in De-

cember cSTo signed a plan of defense 

measures to confront  challenges and 

threats coming from afghanistan. The 

plan is aimed at drug traffic stoppage 

and means  creation of financial and 

anti-drug belts, people training and col-

laboration with afghan anti-drug struc-

tures.  But in case if situation in the 

country goes beyond control there will 

be nobody to collaborate with.  «rus-

sia doesn’t have any strategy, – Direc-

tor of the second asian department of 

Foreign affairs Ministry  zamir Kabulov 

said on May, 24 on the press-conference 

in ria-novosti. – if everything turns re-

ally bad –  the civil war on the ethnic 

ground will start... then we will react». 

absence of strategy is the most disturb-

ing  fact. russia and central asia don’t 

have any natural or man-made borders. 

russian border guards left the  border 

of Tajikistan and afghanistan in 2005, 

and all attempts to make them come 

back failed so far. only  uzbekistan can 

defend its borders on its own, among 

the three countries on the border with 

afghanistan.  Kirgizia and Tajikistan are 

extremely week as military countries. 

And it’s very difficult to guard the long-

est  border in the world – between rus-

sia and Kazakhstan, which is more than 

7 thousand kilometers.  There is a col-

lective Security Treaty organization, 

of course, among its members are four 

from five  countries of Central Asia. Its 

structure includes collective forces for 

immediate reaction, mostly from  rus-

sian and Kazakhstan troopers. in case 

of necessity of immediate russia return 

to central asia russian  forces will have 

to defend southern borders of Kazakh-

stan, Kirgizia and Tajikistan, and cSTo 

will have to  undertake some functions 

which USA and NATO used to fulfill.

AbilitY of AmeRiCAns to 
deteR tAlibAns AfteR mili-
tARY disengAgement is A big 
question
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65 YeARs of indiAn independenCe 
ChAnged it A lot
Dmitriy Kosyrev

indian people have special inclination and talent of surprising 
other countries. time difference between moscow and delhi 
is 1,5 hours. how is it possible? they say that is the best 
difference from the point of view of astronomy and biorhythms. 
the country has two national days. how could that happen? 
the first is on August, 15 – independence day and this year 
it was a milestone, - the 65th independence day, which is 
celebrated since 1947. And the second one is on january, 26, 
when many foreign guests come and a parade takes place in 
new delhi on governors’ road. this one is called republic day 
and is celebrated since 1950, when Constitution passed and the 
independence became full, without any dominions.

These holidays differ in their mean-
ing. In January it’s more official and 
international and is considered to be 
the main one. The august holiday is a 
kind of more domestic, for themselves, 
it’s a holiday of white and green and 
saffron flag (which was first raised on 
august, 15 in 1947), and this holiday 
makes people remember that there is 
a special indian conception. What is 
india, in fact? Twenty eight states and 
seven territories and more than one 
billion 200 million people. People in 
different states speak almost different 
languages, have different music and 
dances, different traditions, though 
they have a lot of in common. They 
have five religions as main ones!

We can compare in to europe, which 
has so many difficulties with unifica-
tion. here it’s even more complicated 
due to different religions. and still in-
dians don’t have any doubt that they 
live in one country – in india and they 
call it “regulated chaos” and admit 
that this country can’t exist. But it ex-
ists and it will exist. 

Though it will change. events of the 
last one or two years in india reminds 
what was going on in the rest of the 
world – global changes which had to do 
with fundamental principles of euro-
pean, american, even Middle eastern 
life. and the indians see how serious 
the changes are.

They make a deep analysis of the 
country: what country actually ap-
peared in 1947, what political and 
ideological basis it was built on? Talk-
ing about official ideology, we know a 
set of messages about overcoming na-
tional, religious, caste and other dif-
ferences. But this is not the point to 
discuss. More exciting is to understand 
how the management of state affairs 
was originally organized  and what be-
came afterwards.

So in fact we speak about the indian 
nation congress party. This is the party 
of nehru and gandhi which for 50 years 
struggled for something which seemed 
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impossible.  For independence from 
the only supercountry of that time, 
from the empire, which seemed invul-
nerable between the two world wars 
and which painted half of the world 
map with its pink colour.

and the party received the inde-
pendence and – of course - power, 
and British empire was crashed down, 
which led to many other changes in 
the world. Till recent time indian poli-
tics was the politics of inc,  and other 
parties were secondary to it.

We can easily call inc the monar-
chy – it was governed by nehru family 
– Motilala and his son javaharlal, then 
his daughter indira (widow of advocate 
Feruz gandhi, who didn’t have any re-
lationship to Mohandas “mahatma” 
gandhi, spiritual leader of inc). Then 
the third generation of the family was 
at power, and now the fourth age is 
very likely to rule the party. But if it 
will govern the country, is a big ques-
tion. For today all polls and evalu-
ations say “no”. Moreover, nobody 

knows who will rule instead. They say 
that all of a sudden, presidential in-
stitution is becoming really influential, 
though before it was only formal. oth-
erwise they will have chaos.

For 65 years of independence India 
outgrew the single-party structure. it 
used to be and still stays the rule and 
the best option for the country which 
solves serious national tasks of survival 
and of building the base which used to 
mean even creation of a nation itself 
in the previous times. and till now 
most countries live with single-party 
system, it’s inevitable for some stages 
of development. «Development» - is a 
special stage for every nation, which 
serves as a counterbalance to the 
stage of keeping the system in a stable 
working state. Both stages may repeat 
several times. now in india we see 
how they change each other and this 
change is a long and complicated and 
unpredictable as india itself.

visible feature of revolutionary 

changes is something like mass psy-
chosis. For example, last year an el-
derly activist ann Khazare went on 
hunger-strike to force government 
pass the law against corruption. Politi-
cal system successfully dealt with the 
challenge though the man’s sugges-
tions were complete absurd. recently 
he tried to start another hunger-strike 
but failed after couple of days. The 
point was that the first time made him 
national hero for millions of people, 
and now nobody paid attention. So, 
the nation looks for changes in tradi-
tional way of life and it starts breaking 
apart. War on corruption always means 
that some forces try to win support of 
least competent and politically passive 
people. Such people are always emo-
tional and non-predictable.

And, finally, another sign of com-
ing changes is lowering of govern-
ment popularity in general, and of inc 
in particular. So we see the society 
breaking apart, without any rationality 
but many emotions instead. For exam-
ple, unexpected result of elections in 

2004, when the poorest social stratum 
became very active and the most suc-
cessful and highly potential Bharatiya 
janata party was voted down. it was 
BjP, which made india one of the key 
players in the world economics, tak-
ing it into the top-ten of world leading 
countries. But the electorate didn’t 
appreciate the fact. elections of 2014 
are said to be another tragedy – for 
ruling inc party.

There is some peculiarity in in-
dian political split. When the present 
prime-minister Manmohan Singh of inc 
conducted reforms in 1990s, trying to 
break half-social economics, - both 
he and his BjP opponents paid special 
attention at indian diaspora abroad, 
especially in the uSa, which consisted 
of more than 10 million people. Their 
investments were the key point for in-
dian economic recovery as it happened 
with china some time before. and as a 
result indian foreign policy changed it 
course a little bit. inc, which used to 

be the symbol of indian independence, 
now looks as cosmopolitan “foreign” 
party and it makes it less popular for 
orthodox people.

neighboring countries and central 
asia partners of india are worried 
about goals and points of its foreign 
policy. and problem is not only in its 
formal entrance to Sco, but in much 
deeper issues.

Particularly, in the fact that india 
abandoned its traditional foreign pol-
icy which it used to have for the last 
65 years, and now it balances between 
several ways of political behavior.

under javaharlal nehru and his de-
scendants indian policy was based on 
evidential country’s self-identification 
as a Third-World, developing, country. 
nehru was one of the founders of non-
aligned Movement, which now formal-
ly includes several dozens of countries 
and almost all former colonies of great 
empires. it didn’t align neither with 
the uSSr and Soviet block, nor with 
western block, and still had huge profit 
from both. And, finally, foreign policy 
included confrontation with Pakistan.

But there is no Soviet block any 
more and india is one of the leading 
countries and economical giant, and 
is said to become second world eco-
nomic after china in the middle of 
the century. So foreign policy had to 
change anyway. and both BjP and inc 
were anxious about making new rela-
tionships with the uSa. not to become 
their satellite but to improve own sta-
tus. The result didn’t satisfy neither 
initiators nor general public (ameri-
cans don’t like to treat anybody as 
equal, that was the problem). as for 
Pakistan… there are some problems, 
but they are included in the worldwide 
context. relationships with china, the 
main indian neighbour, became very 
important and are full of ambiguity, 
they constantly become the object of 
behind-the-scenes struggle in indian 
elite. What is china? Pakistan ally and 
instigator, the first Indian trade part-
ner (the known fact), or a rival? not 
clear yet.

So what india will russia and other 
Sco countries have to deal with in 
the coming years? The answer possibly 
doesn’t exist if even the indians them-
selves can’t reply.

events of the lAst one oR two YeARs in indiA Remind whAt 
wAs going on in the Rest of the woRld – globAl ChAnges 
whiCh hAd to do with fundAmentAl pRinCiples of euRo-
peAn, AmeRiCAn, even middle eAsteRn life. And the indiAns 
see how seRious the ChAnges ARe.
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RiAl’s CollApse doesn’t meAn 
iRAniAn eConomiCs demise
Stanislav Ivanov

Sudden crash of iranian currency in the beginning of 
october 2012, when one dollar cost about 37 thousand 
iranian rials, caused spontaneous protest actions in the 
country and attracted attention of media and other 
countries to iran. on october, 1, rial fell for 17% and for 
the last year it lost 80% of its cost.

rapid crash of national currency 

lows down purchase power of iranian 

rial, which causes damaging increase 

of prices — i.e. hyperinflation. Such 

rapid damp of currency value usually 

leads to lowering of other economic 

indicators. Devaluation of rial led to 

price increase for almost all goods, 

including food and living essentials. 

according to the latest data from ira-

nian experts, published on the irna 

news agency website, another 20% of 

the population went below the pov-

erty line. This social group includes 

40% of the country population now.

in Teheran, in the largest trade 

center of the country, shop owners 

closed their shops as a protest ac-

tion. They demand from the govern-

ment to take immediate actions to 

stabilize currency rate. iranian cen-

tral bank decided to limit allowed 

amount of currency for currency 

import and export – 5 thousand uSa 

dollars, to stabilize currency mar-

ket. We should note, that notwith-

standing spontaneous protest actions 

towards financial policy of the coun-

try, Trade unions association of iran 

expressed its loyalty to government, 

which tightened measures aimed to 

stop illegal currency trade. Situation 

in the country is under governmental 

control. rial even won back several 

points and by the end of the first 

week of october 1 dollar cost 34 ri-

als.

Washington is sure that these crisis 

indicators in islamic republic of iran 

are caused by restrictive uSa and eu 

sanctions against Teheran. israel said 

that iran is on the edge of the catas-

trophe (right before default). israel 

was sure that damages from unsold 

oil by the end of current year will 

make 40–50 bln uSa dollars. Dramat-

ic falling of iranian currency made is-

rael government sure that sanctions 
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may be an effective measure against 

further nuclear development in iran. 

Washington and Tel-aviv, hoping for 

further increase of domestic ira-

nian contradictions and overthrough 

of the regime from inside, started 

convincing their european and asian 

partners in the necessity of further 

stiffening of sanctions towards iran. 

and it seems that some countries’ 

leaders are about to agree. as was 

announced by French president Fran-

çois hollande on the un general as-

sembly, Paris is ready to pass new 

sanctions. “not to punish a great 

iranian nation, but to show its gov-

ernors that they must negotiate un-

til it’s too late”, – he pinpointed. in 

fact it’s exactly vice-versa: it’s the 

iranian people who took the main 

burden of latest eu sanctions and 

found themselves on the edge of hu-

manitarian disaster. under unprece-

dented pressure from uSa after some 

hesitations asian importers of ira-

nian oil (china, japan, South Korea 

and others) started breaking their 

contracts with iri.

Moscow thinks that one-legged 

sanctions from several countries only 

interrupt the process of negotia-

tions, which is conducted by the six 

international mediators. Thus, the 

goal of the last meeting at the 67th 

un assembly was opinion exchange 

about how to stimulate iran and iaea 

Secretariat to improve collaboration 

and solve those questions concern-

ing nuclear program of Teheran, said 

Sergey lavrov, Minister of Foreign af-

fairs of russia.

«introduction of sanctions, accord-

ing to the Statute, is solely in the 

competence of the Security coun-

cil, – reminded lavrov in new-york. 

– Decisions should be made collec-

tively with understanding that they 

must help a country to start a dia-

logue and to solve questions which 

un has, and not to isolate the coun-

try at all”. it’s known that uSa and 

some other countries of the western 

world suspect iran to develop nucle-

ar weapon hiding this development 

under peaceful nuclear program and 

they are not satisfied with un inter-

national unilateral sanctions towards 

this country. The latest include eu 

ban for iranian oil export and finan-

cial operations with iran since july, 

1, 2012.

Teheran doesn’t deny that it en-

riches uranium up to 20%, but it an-

nounces that the nuclear program is 

one of the national priorities and is 

aimed only at satisfaction of nation’s 

need in atomic energy. its right to 

the enrich uranium Teheran consid-

ers to be consistent with the re-

sponsibilities to keep the regime of 

nonproliferation of nuclear weapon. 

Peaceful character of nuclear pro-

gram is confirmed by special fatwah 

of spiritual leader of iri ayatollah ali 

hamenei, who is equal to the coun-

try leader.

But does this mean that iran will 

not leave its position in the field of 

uranium enrichment? Before one of 

the stages of negotiations with “the 

six” ayatollah hamenei empowered 

the main iranian negotiator Said 

jalili: «if you feel that refusal from 

uranium enrichment up to 20% will 

do good for iranian republic – you 

can accept this term. i know you 

as a real patriot and i approve your 

any decision in advance». and so? 

When jalili asked his western op-

ponents if they were ready to recall 

all sanctions from iran if it stopped 

enriching uranium, he got a reply 

that sanctions would not be recalled 

completely, and that iran would only 

get right to buy medicine and spare 

parts for civil aviation! «So what do 

you want from us finally?» – jalili 

asked. his question never got any 

reasonable answer, and this is eas-

ily explained. The ultimate goal of 

political-diplomatic, financial-eco-

nomic and information-propagandist 

pressure of the West is not iranian 

nuclear program at all. it serves only 

as a cause for further repressions of 

this country and for tightening the 

sanctions. The West needs the islam 

republic to stop existing as it is. To 

replace it with some subnational en-

tity where transnational oil and gas 

companies would be the hosts, the 

regime would be democratized ac-

cording to western standards and the 

foreign policy would be reduced to 

highest approval of atlantic society 

politics.

american politologists, authors of 

the conception of “Big Middle east” 

don’t exclude possible options of di-

viding the country according to na-

tionalities: Persians, azerbaijanians, 

the Kurds; formation of new coun-

tries instead of iran (great Kurdis-
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tan, great azerbaijan, Persia). it 

looks like Washington would be satis-

fied with a model of new iran which 

would be wordly islamic (like Turkey, 

iraq, Turkmenistan). But for now 

these american projects are non-de-

manded. notwithstanding all efforts 

of uSa and their allies, they can’t 

manage to organize “Persian spring” 

as a continuation of “arabic spring”.

iran president Makhmud akhma-

dinejad admits that sanctions to-

wards islamic republic of iran in-

fluence country economic more and 

more in negative way, but he thinks 

that government will manage to 

overcome these temporary difficul-

ties. iranian leader announced in 

the interview on the national Tv, 

that the country has some problems 

concerning oil trade, but he is sure, 

- he said, - that the matter will be 

fixed. it is known that export of gas 

and oil brings to state budget up to 

90% of foreign currency. other lead-

ers of the country also say that they 

have internal resources to change 

the financial-economic state of the 

country to the best. Thus, parlia-

ment speaker ali larijani announced 

that about 80% of iranian problems 

were caused by misruling and only 

20% were caused by international 

embargo. he also mentioned that 

the country has more important 

problems than international sanc-

tions. «For the last seven years li-

quidity had highly increased – for 

83%, - larijani said. – This increase 

means that investments are not pos-

sible, production is lessening, infla-

tion is growing. as a result we take 

wrong decisions and make wrong 

steps». Many iranian experts still 

express confidence that in spite of 

many objective and subjective dif-

ficulties and currency problems the 

country will avoid national economic 

collapse.

This is a point of view of iranian 

economist Mohammed Masiney, in 

particular: «iranian economy has 

some problems but there is no cri-

sis. iran has large foreign exchange 

reserves. More than 100 bln uSa 

dollars, according to estimations. 

iran doesn’t have any large debts 

to any country. iranian economy is 

self-sufficient in many sectors. of 

course, unemployment and inflation 

will have place, but no global crisis 

and collapse is going to happen, i 

don’t see any signs of such possibil-

ity. it’s impossible». iran will try to 

compensate losses from termination 

of relationships with eu countries 

with the help of regional partnership 

with Southern caucasus, central and 

Southern asia, russia, iraq, Turkey 

and other countries.

So we can say that crash of iranian 

national currency and negative fac-

tors in economy became the most 

serious test for reliability of the cur-

rent regime. it’s directly connected 

with tightening of sanctions towards 

Teheran from uSa and its allies, but 

we can’t deny the fact that many 

financial and economic problems 

are hidden inside the country itself, 

particularly in non-effectiveness 

of state management. iri has sig-

nificant resources to overcome the 

crisis. hopes of uSa, eu and israel 

that the sanctions will make Teheran 

refuse its nuclear program or even 

lead to change of ruling regime are 

too previous and groundless. one 

shouldn’t forget that iran with 80 

million population and rich natural 

resources, developed manufacture 

and agriculture, infrastructure, 

scientific and technical potential, 

modern army, good geographic loca-

tion and very united (on the Shiite 

ground) people is an influential re-

gional country and plays an impor-

tant role in islamic world.

in the existing conditions of po-

litical ostracism to iri from the West 

russia could start active cooperation 

with this country in all fields without 

breaking any un sanctions. in partic-

ular, it could reconsider its decision 

about cancellation of contracts for 

supplying iran with defense systems 

such as air-defense missile system 

«С-300». UN sanctions do not touch 

it.

Such pragmatic approach would be 

in consistence with national inter-

ests of russia and iran. We shouldn’t 

forget that iran is our traditional 

regional trade partner in the field 

of trade and economy, science and 

techniques, energy and other fields, 

as well as in the field of regional 

safety. Due to iranian authorities 

actions caspian direction is the saf-

est for russia from illegal migration 

point of view (delivery of arabian 

contractors) to northern caucasus, 

drug traffic from afghanistan and 

Pakistan. To compare, according to 

international data, iranian govern-

ment manages to withdraw about 35% 

of drugs which go via iranian border, 

while russia can withdraw only 4% of 

drugs, which go from afghanistan. 

iran together with russia wants cas-

pian sea to stay free from military 

presence of non-regional countries, 

and iran also has a very stable posi-

tion in all ecology problems, oil and 

gas sources and fish stock in caspian 

sea, construction of new strategic oil 

pipelines and in the question about 

nagorno-Karabakh.

it would be very profitable from 

economic point of view for russian 

regions, state and private traders 

to take a niche which formed as a 

result of western ostracism in trade 

with iran. in circumstances of finan-

cial-economic global crisis iran could 

become a reliable partner for many 

russian companies and enterprises.

so we CAn sAY thAt CRAsh of iRAniAn nAtionAl CuRRenCY 
And negAtive fACtoRs in eConomY beCAme the most seRi-
ous test foR ReliAbilitY of the CuRRent Regime. 
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RussiAn ministeR of eneRgY: we 
hAve A gReAt potentiAl in Coop-
eRAtion with ChinA

exchange of new technologies and experience is the most perspective direction for russian-
Chinese energetic cooperation, - was announced by Alexander novak, russian minister of energy, 
in the interview to xinhua news agency, «jingji zhibao» and russian news agency interfax. 

according to the words of russian 

minister, “potential of our cooper-

ation with china in all directions, 

including energy sources supply is 

still very big, - he said. – But we 

should speak not only about energy 

sources but about technologies ex-

change as well, and about russian 

companies’ participation in pro-

jects on chinese territory, and in 

chinese companies’ participation 

in our projects, i.e. about inter-

change of experience”.

We could cooperate more active-

ly in the field of creation of joint 

ventures on construction of energy 

and electrical equipment in russia 

and china, says novak. as for co-

operation in electric grid industry, 

the right direction is construction 

of high voltage lines from russia. 

“For today we already have a work-

ing high voltage line with 500kW. in 

2012 we plan to supply about 1,3 

bln kvt/h to china and to reach es-

timated capacity of 4,5 bln kv/h”. 

The agreement between inter rao 

ueS and State electrical corpora-

tion of china, the cooperation is 

planned for 20 years. During this 

period russia undertakes to sup-

ply China with more than 60  5 bln 

kv/h. 
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There are also a lot of projects 

in oil industry in the last years. an 

agreement about construction of a 

pipeline “Skovorodino-Mohe” was 

signed, the construction project 

was finished in 2010 and in 2011 oil 

started going via this pipeline. last 

year china received from russia 

15 million tons of oil. The agree-

ment was signed for 20 years and 

it’s planned to supply 300 million 

tons of oil for this period. now 

china asks for additional supplies 

and rosneft company is about to 

make a decision, - the minister an-

nounced. 

among the projects which are 

being realized now alexander no-

vak mentioned construction of oil 

refinery in Tianjin. “Besides, our 

companies largely cooperate in the 

field of geologic exploration, for 

example, now we are studying ven-

inskoye oil field on “Sakhalin-3” 

and such projects as “Magadan-1» 

and « Magadan-2», - he informed.

Particularly important is coop-

eration in gas industry. The nego-

tiations are conducted between 

gasprom company and chinese na-

tional oil and gas corporation about 

possible gas supply to china. “We 

think about several directions in-

cluding western one with supply of 

about 30 bln cubic meters», - novak 

said. Besides, minister mentioned 

the construction of liquid gas pro-

duction plant in vladivostok, with 

up to 10 mln tons capacity.

now these projects are in the 

stage of feasibility study and of 

commercial terms finalization. «i 

suppose, that according to the in-

structions which were given by our 

country leaders, these commercial 

terms will be finalized in the near-

est future», - russian minister said.

at the same time russia talks 

about its plans to widen coopera-

tion in coal industry. «The strat-

egy till 2030 includes increasing of 

coal export in far-eastern direction 

for more than 50 mln tons», - an-

nounced alexander novak.

according to the words of russian 

minister a significant influence on 

cooperation of russia and china in 

energy industry will have a planned 

move to innovative economy in rus-

sia. This move means, for example, 

higher coefficient of oil extraction 

on existing fields, implementation 

of new technologies, which will 

let use new fields of hard access. 

all this will become an additional 

source to increase oil extraction 

and refining volumes, as well oil 

export to foreign markets.

Talking about electric power, in-

novations may raise coefficient of 

efficiency of power equipment and 

generating capacities. Perspective 

innovative directions are also de-

velopment of coal and coal chem-

we should speak not only about en-
ergy sources but about technologies 
exchange as well, and about russian 
companies’ participation in projects 
on Chinese territory, and in Chinese 
companies’ participation in our proj-
ects, i.e. about interchange of experi-
ence

istry deeper conversion. russia 

together with countries of asia-Pa-

cific region is working on the pro-

jects of construction of synthetic 

liquid fuel, novak added.

in his interview alexander no-

vak said, that foreign partners 

are actively working in fuel and 

energy complex in russia. «Today 

more than 25% of oil is extracted 

by companies with partly foreign 

funds, and it’s more than 125 mln 

tons of oil», - he said. russian min-

ister also reminded that most part 

of Fec objects are strategic func-

tion enterprises which are respon-

sible for safety and supply of fuel 

and energy sources to the domes-

tic market. in connection with this 

point all decisions about privatiza-

tion which is going to take place 

in the nearest future when large-

scale sale of state assets will start, 

will be taken very carefully.
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About sCo pARtneRship 
AdvAntAges      
Sergey Kanavskiy

Speech of secretary of SCo 
Business council Sergey 
kanavskiy at energy dialogue 
«russia-eu»,  which took 
place in european Parliament 
(Brussels, october, 1-2)    
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For many years we participate in 

energy Dialogue «russia – european 

union». So now we can confidently  

say that the level, the contingent 

quality is constantly increasing. i 

hope that this tendency will stay 

in the  future and let us regard 

this ground as one of the most 

effective for discussion of energy 

cooperation  problems between 

russia and european countries.  our 

partnership with europe is rather 

complex. We have pretty many 

problems. and during the event we  

heard a lot of appeals for russia to 

pay attention at the eastern sector 

of its economic targeting. But 

russia  is not idle at all. it has very 

serious determination to develop 

the eastern direction, i assure you, 

the rather  that this field of activity 

is almost endless.  our eastern 

partners - the countries which 

develop quickly and are included 

in Sco, like india, china and  

Kazakhstan, - perfectly understand 

and pragmatically evaluate russian 

abilities in the field of energy  

sources. They also realize that 

our country is the main partner 

in such a vital part of economic 

partnership  as energy industry.  

Why am i so sure?  By the initiative 

of russian government, with 

interest from china, Kazakhstan 

and other countries, now an  

active formation of Sco energy 

club is taking place. This structure 

includes the countries with their 

own  sources, the countries which 

transport petroleum and import it. 

They clearly understand that it’s 

necessary  to come to concession 

and make a system for a stable 

long-term work. We must stress 

that china perfectly  understands 

its tasks and conducts an active 

policy in Sco concerning question 

of partnership in energy  field.  

in order to create energy club 

the work group is organized 

which includes government 

representatives,  businessmen, 

scientists and experts. The stake is 

on complex approach for working 

out of a strategy which  will 

take into account interests of all 

parties.  What are the partnership 

advantages of Sco?  They are 

in clear understanding by all 

countries of good and bad sides 

of every system, of all strong and  

weak points, and these countries 

try not to let happen the situations, 

which can appear in the process 

of  realization of the third packet 

of european energy charter.  For 

example, nobody gives tasks to 

create petroleum traffic system 

to the companies which never 

did it  before and don’t know 

how to do it. every participant 

has some advantages and some 

weak points, and now  we try to 

consider all possibilities and to 

create stable and highly efficient 

system. its main goal will be not  

to create fake working places but 

to use effectively the possibilities 

of energy partnership. it is this 

system  which will allow us to 

make socially responsible business.  

russian companies understand 

this task and try to be extremely 

attractive to other actors in the 

system.  They create real working 

places, organize professional 

education, build schools and 

kindergartens and  houses for 

those who work with petroleum 

extraction and logistics.  i call to 

close cooperation, to increasing 

of information traffic connected 

with cooperation. The law-makers  

shouldn’t close up in their circle 

of law-making, but they should 

understand that engines of the 

whole  strategy are state interests 

and business interests which must 

be taken into account.  i would 

also like to say, that my speech 

goes in consistency with the 

topic of energy partnership. Sco  

seems to have another, eastern 

geographic vector, but there are 

examples when western companies 

fit well  into economic activity of 

the organization, they take part 

in Sco projects as part of state-

private  partnership. Together 

with german experts we build 

transport and logistics hub in 

chelyabinsk region, for  example.  

companies which cooperate in Sco 

clearly see main advantages of 

western technologies, innovative  

methods and principles of projects 

realization. one needs to offer 

the best of everything and not to 

be  scared of collaboration with 

us. it was said that europe had 

always had its own pioneering 

spirit which is lost  today. But it 

should be revived for the benefit 

of everybody.

Countries are well aware where the pros and cons of each system, whose strengths, and from 
whom, and vulnerable, and try to avoid situations that arise during the implementation of the 
third package of the european Comission
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pReCious gift 
to Chinese people 
Tatiana Sinitsina

Presentation of a unique book “China with the eyes of russian friends” took place in moscow, in  
the institute of far east of russian Academy of sciences. Ambassador of China in russia li hui  
called it “a precious gift to Chinese people”. 

let me share a chinese picture with 

you… Magician was just a boy. he went 

up on a bandstand in the  restaurant 

where we dropped in for lunch on our 

way to the great Wall. he was hold-

ing a golden ball near  his chest. and 

suddenly this spherical glaring «thing» 

started multiplying in his hands, the 

new ones were  appearing so quickly. 

his face was calm but his hands were 

moving as boneless laces controlling 

the  bubbling balls easily. one more 

minute and the action changed – the 

balls started disappearing one by one  

until the first one was left … This trick 

with golden balls amazed me but also 

made me think about the  destiny of 

this country. china in the stage of «re-

forms and openness», which managed 

to become one of the  world leading 

countries, is no more and no less than a 

kind of trick for the rest of the world…  

and it’s the understanding of this me-

chanic, of how this trick works, which 

was the main purpose of the  book au-

thors. 

China: PriCE fOr ThE iMagE 

WhiCh iT haS in ThE WOrlD  

a wonderful book “chine with the 

eyes of russian friends” was presented 

in an  overcrowded hall of the cultural 

and information center of russian-

chinese friendship society, which is  

located in the institute of Far east of 

russian academy of Science. in the end 

everybody had some  champaign – as 

the winners, who managed to realize 

a remarkable and pained idea. The 

atmosphere was  very festive, people 

were smiling and talking spiritedly, 

with a great interest, as those whose 

life work was  understanding of china 

and strengthening of friendship with 

this earthshattering neighbour.  among 

guests there were a lot of chinese peo-

ple, standing for friendship with russia 

– they were mainly  diplomats together 

with chinese ambassador in russia li 

hui, and also scientists, public people, 

journalists.  The first vice-president of 

chinese Foundation of international 

researches, former chinese ambassa-

dor in  russua liu guchan arrived from 
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Beijing together with vice-president 

of the Foundation yu chenchi (both 

are  Drs. h. c. of iFe raS).  huge ef-

forts were made to publish this unique 

book with collected works of twenty 

authors, and it is really  an important 

event in the live of two countries. 

The book impresses by its feelings and 

thoughts, analysis  and the level of in-

tellectual depth. each name is a great 

figure in sinology, diplomacy, and in 

the  international affairs field in gen-

eral.  academician Mikhail Titarenko, 

director of the institute of Far east of 

russian academy of Science, chairman  

of russian-chinese friendship society, 

outlined this point in his speech on the 

opening of the event. almost  all au-

thors devoted their lives to study china 

and the history of russian-chinese re-

lationships. «This book is  the brain-

child of joint project, it appeared as 

a sign of our respect to chinese people 

and admiration with its  achievements, 

of our desire to learn and to commu-

nicate, - said Titarenko. – in fact, it’s 

a cross section of  china development 

for the last hundred years, attempt to 

find this strange truth and romantic on 

the way of  its development».  The sci-

entists called it a big point of the book 

– objective look, friendly intonation, 

attempt to understand  and accept the 

reality of chinese life, the logic of its 

internal and foreign policy. he pointed 

out that the  authors were complete-

ly free in their work and expressed 

his confidence that «the readers will 

not stay  indifferent to the thoughts, 

which nobody tried to reduce to the 

same level, to the memories and even  

confessions of the authors about their 

discoveries, about their understanding 

of the great chinese culture  and per-

spectives of friendly collaboration be-

tween our countries».  So how did the 

book appear? The participants talked 

a lot about it but the essence is ex-

pressed in the  preface: «higher man-

agement of russian-chinese friendship 

society had this idea for a long time 

– to make  a book of essays and memo-

ries of countless friends of china: of 

those few veterans of the liberation 

mission  of the Soviet army, which to-

gether with chinese patriots defeated 

japanese militarists in 1945, who  oc-

cupied north-eastern china in 1930-s, 

and of thousands of Soviet experts, 

who helped the new china in  1950-s 

to restore industry, science, technical 

and educational fields». Meanwhile the 

realization of this  unusual idea lacked 

finances and finally this question was 

solved with the help of chinese busi-

nessmen. 

ThE iDEa WaS WaiTing 

The idea of such a book was long 

waiting to come true. During one of his 

visits to russia the former chinese  am-

bassador in russia chan Deguan, now 

president of chinese research Founda-

tion of international  problems – one 

of the brain centers which analyze and 

work out strategy of foreign policy, - 

came to the  institute of Far east raS 

and suggested its director Titarenko to 

publish a series of books about china as 

a  joint project. in october, 2011 Bei-

jing sent an official offer to publish a 

book “china with the eyes of russian  

friends”. 

as Mikhail Titarenko said in the role 

of chief editor of the book, «the ar-

ticles which we received, according 

to  their content and topics may be 

in short described with one chinese 

phrase “Let all flowers bloom…”. As for  

the second part of the phrase “… and 

let a hundred school be rivals” – there 

is no such rivalry between the  authors. 

all essays, memories and notes are 

filled with sincere sympathy to Chinese 

people and its great  achievements, its 

also filled with a deep understanding of 

huge importance of development and  

strengthening of good relationships, 

cooperation and friendship between 

our people and countries». of  course 

the book touches upon hard times of 

1960-1980, when some conflicts be-

tween the two countries  took place, 

but all words about it sound only as a 

good lesson to contemporaries.  Finish-

ing his speech, Titarenko noted, that 

the institute of Far east in the last ten 

years published 250  multifold works 

about china where the country was 

shown as a participant of the global 

dialog of  civilizations. These works re-

flect the price which China had to pay 

for its achievements and for the image  

which it has earned. unfortunately, 

chinese people don’t know much about 

these works because of tiny  circula-

tion – just 300-500 copies.  The aca-

demician also attracted his listeners’ 

attention to many books on the long 

table. They include a wide  range of 

topics – from martial arts and cinema, 

literature and demographic researches 

to politics, economy  and philosophy. 

“We as scientists are the flag-bearers of 

friendship between china and russia, 

and this is  our mission. We don’t em-

bellish china but we show its weak an 

strong sides as they are, so that people  

could understand the multiplicity of 

achievements and difficulties. Russia 

and china are meant to be  together 

and only having a concept of peaceful 
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coexistence they could save the unique 

advantage of their  cultures’, - said 

Mikhail Titarenko.  The second speaker 

was the first vice-president of Chinese 

Foundation of international researches 

liu  guchan, who said that the book 

was dedicated to the decennary of the 

Pact of friendship and collaboration  

and it shows the mutual understanding 

and good relationships, cultural and 

historical traditions and real life  of 

chinese people. Twenty authors shared 

their vivid impressions about bright 

palette of chinese reality and  about 

reformations. “i would like to express 

my gratitude for this wonderful book 

on behalf of chinese  Foundation of 

international researches”, - he men-

tioned. liu guchan also highly praised 

now-deceased igor  rogachev, a former 

ambassador of russia in china, deputy 

of Foreign affairs Minister, who did a 

lot to  improve friendship among the 

countries, who was a scientist-sinolo-

gist, and his last article, very touching,  

was also included in the book. The 

speaker thanked academician Mikhail 

Titarenko for his contribution to the  

book creation as the chief editor. also 

liu guchan expressed his gratitude 

to the whole team which worked  on 

the book. he said that “china with the 

eyes of russian friends” book meant 

“realization of political spirit  of the 

two countries, aimed at their friend-

ship and strategic partnership”.  “inno-

vation” and “precious gift to chinese 

people” – that’s what ambassador of 

china in russia li hui said  about the 

book, expressing hope that it would be 

the first but not the last one. Accord-

ing to his words,  “those pages where 

authors express their positive impres-

sions and friendly feelings towards 

chinese people  are equally important 

as those where they talk about exist-

ing problems, and their words worth 

deep  analysis and thinking”. Mister 

li hui characterized modern chinese-

russian relationships in all their variety  

as “the best period in the history of the 

two countries relationships”, adding 

that this point is especially  important 

for dynamic development of strategic 

partnership. li hui outlined that both 

peoples have extreme  interest in each 

other: annually two millions of russians 

visit china and a million of chinese 

people come to  russia. The embassy 

will keep relations with the russian-

chinese friendship society and with the 

institute of  Far east, improving friend-

ship between countries, - the ambas-

sador added.  The project was “genius 

as an idea and as a real thing”, said the 

representative of russian diplomatic 

circles  andrey Kulik, director of asian 

department of Ministry of Foreign af-

fairs of russia. The list of authors is so  

impressive that all texts are trustful. 

We should do everything to let their 

words be heard in all social levels,  he 

supposes. “Today in both countries we 

have a new generation which doesn’t 

remember any “black”  pages of his-

tory and knows only good. and this is a 

great victory, it’s like a precious thing 

which should be  kept carefully – rus-

sian diplomat said. – Partnership be-

tween the countries is really total and 

there is no  field missed. Dynamics of 

our relations and their direction are 

irreversible now. But we should work 

further,  improving spiritual and social 

base and keeping to the words – “For-

ever friends and never enemies!” 

“EvEry STOnE Of ThE PaST iS a 

STEP TO ThE fuTurE” 

chinese perception of their own civil 

identity is “based not on their belong-

ing to any social system or political  re-

gime and not on the cosmopolitan or 

universal values but on a strong base 

of their belonging to a great  country, 

with thousand years of history and tra-

ditions”, says vadim Shabalin, one of 

the authors, iFe  member, a scientist, 

a former diplomat, political and social 

personality. according to his words, “ 

chinese  patriotism doesn’t depend on 

revolutions, political campaigns and 

occasional changes”, - this people is  

moved by “a proud singularity, which 

makes chinese people very special”. 

and shouldn’t we, russian  people, 

think deeply about the inner sense 

of this paradigm and to learn wisdom 

from our great neighbour?  The same 

point is mentioned by vsevolod ovchin-

nikov, a famous international journalist 

who started his  career in china. “The 

key feature of the country besides con-

tinuity of its five-thousand year history, 

but also  deep respect to it. chinese 

people used to think their country to 

be the center of the universe… They 

are  sure that the stones of the past 

are the steps of the future”.  

“Some political analysts try to assure 

russia that her true ally is the West, 

and not the east, - the scientist  said 

during the book presentation, - but a 

country can’t change its place of living 

on the planet. china is a  solid strate-

gic rearward of russia. We should use 

dynamism of our eastern partner and 

cling our “far  eastern train” to the 

chinese locomotive engine. Mission 

of our countries is to become a great 

Silk road, a  bridge between east and 

West”.  «To catch chinese wind with 

russian sails” appealed another author 

– scientist and writer alexey lomanov.  

“we can learn from each other, work 

together and harmonize each other in 

peaceful atmosphere. chinese  men-

tality has a “twoness principle”, - lo-

manov said, - and now it’s time for 

them to publish a book “russia  with 

the eyes of chinese friends”. 

China of the era of “reforms and openness”, which managed to rise as a supreme geopolitical power, 
is also a “stunt” for the world, nothing less…
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his gReAt spiRit embRACed 
the woRld
A memoRY of Chinghiz AitmAtov

Tatiana Kunina

for the second time in my life i had the privilege of seeing the miracle of issyk-kul. once again, i 
gazed in astonishment at the “precious aquamarine in the silver setting of snowy mountains,” as 
the famous russian explorer of Asian mysteries, Pyotr Semyonov-tyan-Shansky, wrote about the 
lake. A participant in a conference devoted to integration processes in Central Asia, i was thinking 
that the choice of the place for such a discussion was just right. the shores of issyk-kul are home 
to the spirit of Chinghiz Aitmatov, the explorer of the world’s spiritual values, the wise man who 
dreamed of connecting all of the humankind’s Babylonian parts with the threads of his thoughts. 
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…i saw chinghiz aitmatov during 

the last winter of his life. it was at a 

news conference at ria novosti that 

was devoted to fighting drug traf-

ficking. The author of The Scaffold, 

the flesh of which is jagged with this 

horrible problem, aitmatov was an 

active participant in the work of in-

ternational anti-drug organizations.

The magnetism of the great per-

sona kept drawing my eyes to ait-

matov. after the news conference, 

he came up to me, “your face seems 

familiar. Would you remind me where 

we met?” i said that i had once vis-

ited cholpon-ata, his family’s coun-

try house; it was at the time when 

The Scaffold was being written. “of 

course,” he nodded and then smiled. 

“i remember now what happened: 

my pranksters of children tied your 

hair to a bench so tightly that we 

had to use scissors. This mischief was 

actually a compliment to you: they 

didn’t want you to leave too soon…” 

We joked recalling the details of the 

sweet episode that still lived in our 

memory.

…Then, in cholpon-ata, we talked 

in a beautiful little garden smelling 

of roses on the shore of issyk-Kul, lis-

tening to the murmur of tea poured 

in tea bowls and with unbelievable 

lightness of soul, created by con-

cordant human auras and suggested 

by the nature. The lake was breath-

ing primeval purity, its waves lazily 

picking pebbles on the shore. at a 

distance, the sapphire blue water 

rocked a huge fleet of all kinds of 

boats and steamers under self-made 

white sails. it seemed that heavenly 

birds had come down to drink the 

pure issyk-Kul water…

That summer, the lake area was 

hosting a unique international ex-

periment, issyk-Kul – Batavia. re-

searchers and students from sev-

eral universities went out on boats 

and motorboats every day, led by 

internationally renowned physicists 

(noble Prize winner Peter Kocer, Pro-

fessor Sergei lebedev, etc.). They 

were getting ready to launch neu-

trino through the thickness of pure 

issyk-Kul water (the test white disc 

is seen here even from a depth of 20 

meters). american physicists were 

to pick up the neutrino at the other 

end of the earth, in Batavia. The 

particles, having passed through the 

earth, were expected to bring infor-

mation about its mantle and core.

aitmatov showed lively interest 

in the event and pondered how this 

could give him material for a new 

novel… after all, he had taken up 

cosmogenesis when writing The Day 

lasts More Than a hundred years, so 

why not going down inside the earth? 

unfortunately, this creative dream 

was not to come true. and the ex-

periment could not be completed: 

the Soviet union was withering away 

financially and morally, on its way to 

breakup.

aitmatov was eager to discuss any-

thing, but did not say a word about 

his new book that, word by word, was 

being extracted from the “world’s 

air” like a statue from stone. There 

were rumors that it was going to be 

something grand. i managed to get 

“You lived like a lighting, 
which flashed once and died. 
But lightings are made in the 
sky. And the sky is eternal. 
And this is my consolation.”
Chinghiz Aitmatov
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only one statement from him, “one 

of the main characters of the new 

novel will be a blue-eyed she-wolf 

that mountainous shepherds once 

told me about…” later, i learned 

that he was working on The Scaffold 

at the time. The master wrote in ab-

solute secrecy, giving the completed 

parts to his wife Maria for typing and 

editing.

journalists often asked aitmatov 

why he wrote his best works in rus-

sian. i remember him telling a story 

of how he, six years old at the time, 

acted as an interpreter from Kyrgyz 

into russian. his mother had taken 

him to his grandmother’s village in 

the mountains for the summer. The 

wife of a “public enemy” (chinghiz’s 

father, a party official, was shot dur-

ing the repressions), she had difficul-

ty raising her son, lived as a pariah 

and relied on her relatives for sup-

port. That year, the village was los-

ing lots of cattle to some disease. a 

veterinary doctor was called in from 

town, but he was russian and villag-

ers didn’t understand him. Then the 

shepherds brought the six-year ch-

inghiz, who spoke both russian and 

Kyrgyz. The young interpreter suc-

ceeded in making the parties under-

stand each other.

“i believe the feeling of bilingual-

ism entered my subconscious at that 

time,” aitmatov told me. “Knowing 

your language is wealth, but mak-

ing a foreign language your native 

is doubling that wealth. The russian 

language opened for me a huge part 

of the world; it was a big river that 

took me to the world ocean. So i 

synthesized the two mentalities, the 

two cultures, the fates of the two 

people in my writing.”

aitmatov is a wise man among 

writers. he discovers reality, which 

is in fact fantastic, brimmed with 

magic and wrapped in a tragic 

shadow. his word is like a “cast of 

eternity.” But his power is not only 

in strong emotions that fill all of his 

books, but also in his deep foresight, 

in the moral “feeling of guilt and re-

sponsibility” that he defined. he had 

this right, since he had a deep un-

derstanding of what was happening 

to people.

his creative retreat was the Kyr-

gyz village whose life suggested a lot 

of his characters. “i cannot say what 

exactly i write about,” the clas-

sic would confess. “Separating the 

idea, the message of a book from the 

book itself is the same as trying to 

separate water and flour from baked 

bread.” however, his idea is trans-

parent: it is unprecedented belief in 

man, a motif inherent for aitmatov’s 

aesthetics, the fundamental mes-

sage of all of his works, written both 

in the era of one great country and in 

the post-Soviet time.

Sovereign Kyrgyzstan sent chinghiz 

aitmatov (as the country’s immacu-

late image) to Brussels as its am-

bassador extraordinary to Benelux. 

yet his office of a diplomat also was 

that of a writer. his last books, cas-

sandra’s Brand and genghis Khan’s 

White cloud were written with the 

same economical and stylistically 

succinct pen. The world of aitma-

tov’s books was always created to a 

special recipe, a personally suffered 

aesthetic law.

chinghiz aitmatov’s novels and 

stories have numerous bird char-

acters. There is the white mythical 

bird Donenbai (The Day lasts More 

Than a hundred years…), the mys-

tic polar owl aguluk that shows the 

way to the earth (Spotted Dog run-

ning on Seashore), the story titled 

cranes Fly early, mountainous birds 

in the story Farewell gulsary! “a bird 

flying high in the sky connects the 

past, the present and the future, the 

sea and the earth; moreover, it is 

also a point of view that allows you 

to have a broader view of life and 

its events,” the writer explained his 

love of birds.

yedigei, the character of one of 

aitmatov’s best known novels, The 

Day lasts More Than a hundred years, 

says to god, “if it is true that the 

soul goes somewhere after death… i 

would like to become a white-tailed 

kite, so that i would fly and look at 

my land for as long as i can.”

The writer’s spirit has found its 

height. like peasant Tananbai, who 

dreamed of becoming a white eagle 

after death to spend hours floating 

high admiring the earth, aitmatov 

rose above his native Kyrgyzstan, 

and his great spirit embraced the en-

tire world…

…i have a book in my home library 

signed by aitmatov, and the key 

words of the inscription are “in the 

memory of issyk-Kul.” of course, i 

remember. The strong birds in the 

sky, whose flight i admired standing 

on the lakeshore, tied together the 

past, the present and the future.

“knowing your language is 
wealth, but making a foreign 
language your native is 
doubling that wealth.”

Chinghiz Aitmatov

“we are all in one boat; 
outside is cosmic eternity.”

“You cannot take away your 
fatherland like a sack; you can 
only take away your longing.”
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russia and china - the two major 

world powers, and our relationship 

is not only a factor of geopolitical 

stability, but also demonstrate an 

example of an open international 

partnership, which is not directed 

against third countries and promote 

the development of a better and 

more just world order.Despite the 

difficult turns of history, the peoples 

of russia and china is not just to 

maintain good relations. Today, we 

are even more so understand the 

strategic advantages of the close 

bilateral contacts and develop them 

for the benefit of both countries.

Building on this foundation, we 

have made a breakthrough in the 

trade and economic cooperation. in 

2011, the volume of bilateral trade 

reached $ 80 billion, an increase 

of 40% compared to the previous 

year. russia ranks tenth among 

the major trading partners of 

china.With the growth of bilateral 

trade is increasing the share of 

investment projects. in recent 

years direct investment china to 

russia increased by more than 70% 

and reached the level of a few tens 

of billions of dollars. china actively 

lends important joint projects.

For 20 years in russia before my 

eyes changed priorities in the 

development of business relations 

between our two countries. in 

the 90 years of the most actively 

developing cooperation in light 

industry. at that time the business 

was conducted rarely in a civilized 

people could quickly earn, but just 

as quickly lose everything. now the 

situation has changed significantly. 

We learned how to work in the 

russian legal field, properly 

allocate investments and implement 

long-term business projects.Today, 

we think more and talk about 

co-productions and projects, in 

particular for processing russian 

crude. Seems promising market 

innovative technologies in the 

industry, namely the production 

of machinery and electronic 

equipment of the new generation.

at the heart of the russian-chinese 

cooperation at this stage are the 

global strategic interests of our two 

countries. currently, the booming 

china seeks equal cooperation 

with the international community 

in maintaining global and regional 

stability. in this regard, the 

strategic partnership with russia 

helps china to ensure the rapid 

development and counter modern 

threats and challenges.

lin XuguAng
A RepResentAtiv e of the sCo 
business Club foR st pe-
teR sbuRg, ChAiRmAn of the 
union of Chinese entRepRe-
neuR s of st. peteR sbuRg
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